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Cynetart Festival 2011. Ecas Network And
Audiovisual Productions

Marco Mancuso

Last year from November 16th to

November 26th took place the

fifteenth edition of Festival CynetArt

of Dresden, one of the most long-

running and most famous European

festivals, known in the field of digital

art and its contamination with

contemporary audiovisual methods.

In a historical period so deeply

characterized by drastic and

increasingly radical economic cuts to

the arts and culture that is also

affecting the countries in Northern

Europe (Germany and the Netherlands

especially), the CynetArt Festival is

one of the promoters of European

Cities of Advanced Sound (ECAS).

This is a network of European festivals

(Cimatics Brussels | The Hague

Todaysart | CTM (Club Transmediale)

Berlin | Musikprotokoll Graz | Unsound

Krakow | Insomina Tromsø |

FutureEverything Manchester | Skanu

Mezs Line | Dis-patch Belgrade|

Festival Pomladi / MOTA Ljubljana |

Full Pull Mälmo | Les Siestes

Electroniques Toulouse | NuMusic /

NuArt Stavanger | Miriam Marseille |

Sperm Prague Bucharest), whose first

goal is to concretely demonstrate

how the dynamics of networking, the

sharing of contacts, the knowledge

and production (as well as the costs of

logistics and transport of works and

artists) could work as a possible and

effective way to create cooperation

between the actors in the worlds of

culture and the arts.

This is definitely a shared approach to

production (far from the now constant

complaints about the economic

situation of “crisis” and “closure”, so

typical of the academic world—not to

mention the anachronistic attitudes

by certain artistic circles to not accept

the logic of the market), leading

towards a greater inter-community

cooperation and constant dialogue

with the logics of economy that

underlie contemporary cultural

production. Incidentally, this attitude
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is perceived very positively at the

European funding level, facilitating,

for example, the access to the

Program of Culture of the European

Commission, from which the circuit

ECAS has been benefiting in the years

between 2007-2013.

Born 15 years ago inside the Trans-

Media-Akademie Hellerau, under the

artistic direction of Thomas Dumke

with the important support, among

all, by Joanna Szlauderbach, CynetArt

Festival has enjoyed the use of the

halls in the beautiful Festspielhaus

Hellerau, the Northern urban area of

Dresden, for over 10 days.

This has been a unique opportunity to

celebrate the centenary of the

realization of this structure for the

Arts designed by the architect and

town planner Heinrich Tessenow, part

of the residential complex in Hellerau

and also the first tangible result of the

influence of the English movement

“garden cities” in Germany, together

with the symbol of the movement

known as “Body Liberation

Movement”.

Following this approach as closely as

possible and adapting quite well to

the architectural spaces available,

CyneArt Festival was really able to

offer its visitors a rich, never

predictable, perceptual experience.

The works on display were

harmoniously organized, proposing to

the visitor constant dimensions of

“discovery”, while she was moving

throughout the various exhibition

rooms curated by Thomas Dumke. I

had a chance to visit these very

involving environments suspended

between dreams and games, which

pushed the curious visitors to delve

into the belly of the Festspielhaus on

Saturday, when the artists were in

attendance.

The Festspielhaus is a very dark but

immersive space, quite wide in its

volume yet able to create the right

balance between anxiety and

fascination, all revolving around the

central pivot of the whole exhibition:

the Cine Chamber of Recombinant

Media Lab, produced and edited by

Naut Hauman.
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If the dissemination of the works has

probably penalized the perception of

the exhibition as a unique exhibition,

the layout of the spaces dedicated to

each artist, designed by Endre Ketzel,

was able to perfectly enhance and

place very different works. Among

them: Experiment Using Movement
And Light To Define Space, Light

Installation by Markus Mai & Moritz

Arnold, who have been working on

only two elements, light and

movement, were able to draw

structures of shadows in continuous

becoming, destabilizing the

architectural lines and relationship

between body and space.

Vibrator, by Bartonicek Prokop, a

phallic design object whose vibration

is connected to the user traffic of

YouPorn, to create a short cut

between the individual and the

collective pursuit of pleasure in the

network; Paradise Creatures, by

Michael Hoepfel, uses the scientific

codes, shows anatomical remains and

tomographies to mask the beautyof

impossible and imaginary creatures,

translucent and evanescent beings,

traces of never existed habitats.

Finally, the project Between | You |
And | Me, by Anke Eckardt,

undoubtedly the most particular

woork in the whole exhibition: a large

dark room divided by a wall of light

and smoke which invites the viewer to

come closer, to discover that this wall

is not limit or barrier but a redefinition

of a space to cross, inside which

discover sounds and interact with the

body of the other.

Leaning in an almost sacral position

on top of a structure to which only a

limited number of viewers at a time

had access (that is, to the various

programs prepared over the

weekend), the CineChamber did not

disappoint my very personal

expectations about this immersive

audiovisual environment, about which

I had learnt only from “books” when it

was built in San Diego (for more

information read the interview written
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by Domenico Sciajno on the number

dated the December 2006/January

2007 of Digimag20

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=665 ) and which I also had

the misfortune of missing at last year’s

Club Transmediale.

CineChamber is an audiovisual system

for screening and performance that

definitely holds true to its name: a

room built as an elastic and immersive

space, with its 8 meters x 12 meters

made of 10 screens positioned at 360°

(two long walls with three screens,

two short walls with two), enriched by

8 sound channel emissions at the top

of the room to form a so-called 8.8.2.

multi-channel sound system. In this

space, the public is invited to come in

and sit down, giving the wonderful

possibility to enjoy the programs and

concerts especially produced for the

system.

In the 2011 edition of the Festival

CynetArt, CineChamber featured

programs that included, among

others, the re-adaptations of works by

Ryoichi Kurokawa, Semiconductor,

Herman Kolgen, Edwin van der Heide,

Signal (Cartsen Nicolai, Frank

Bretschneider, Olaf Bender), Robert

Henke & Tarik Barri, Scott Arford,

Fennesz & Lillevan, Biosphere &

Egbert Mittelstädt, Jochem Paap &

Scott Pagano and two site specific

performances:the audio one by

Andrey Kiritchenko & v4w.enko

(Eugen Vashchenko) and the

“laboratory” one lasting 120 minutes

by Ulf Langheinrich.

It is hard to describe the emotional

and perceptional impact of this

audio-visual system in full operation,

which surely requires a direct

experience in order to be fully

understood and appreciated. While

Ryoichi Kurokawa‘s aesthetic power

(its trademark since several years), its

pictorial images as well as its glitch

sounds blend well with the structure

of immersive Recombinant Media Lab,

the adaptation of Inject by Herman

Kolgen does not seem to fit

particularly well with the

multidimensional space, since it

requires a deep work of spatialization

of the audio-visual stream ( the re-

editing of a work that already exists or

a site-specific creation), which in this

case has not been done, the repetition

of the signal into multiple channels

(screen and speaker) being preferred

over spatialization.
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The site-specific work of Edwin van

der Heide, who works to bring a

simple and effective display of

soundwaves created in his works

(which in this case uses very well the

circularity of the system and

combines it with his ability to work

with gradients of color to be moved

and swayed slowly in space), is

beautiful to admire. The adaptation of

the multi-channel and multi-screen of

the Brilliant Noise by Semiconductior,

is harmoniously enriched with new

materials.

There is always a risk of using

CineChamber as a nice big toy, as

evidenced in several screening

programs that do not seem to go

beyond the simple philosophy of

graphic animation. But when this

devalued element becomes a

potential immersive dancefloor, as in

the case of adaptation of the live set

of Signal (Cartsen Nicolai, Frank

Bretschneider, Olaf Bender), then we

fully understand its real dynamic

versatility (as immersive and

experiential cinema, a system for

audio-visual processing for clubs) and

its ability to offer different

experiences and to satisfy different

audiences.

In an adjacent part of the central hall,

Saturday night also witnessed the

Automatique Clubbing, an interactive

dancefloor project developed on the

basis of a software tool (created in

vvvv), used to create responsive

environments reacting to the

presence of human bodies, called

CHET- Collective Hedonistic

Environments Toolkit – developed by

Intolight, a creative agency that won

the contest of ECAS Network in 2011

(which with its 24,000 euros is one of

the richest competitions at the time in

the European space but also world).

Precedentemente, 16 al 20 Novembre

il CynetArt re:::vision Symposium ha

affrontato i temi della percezione

corporea nell’educazione, nella terapia

e negli ambienti virtuali, mentre ancor

prima dal 31 Ottobre al 4 Novembre,

Marc Sauter e il Team

MotionComposer presso la Bauhaus

University di Weimar, avevano

presentato al CynetArt Festival il

MotionComposer Workshop: un

laboratorio di “Inclusive Motion

Tracking” per consentire alle persone

disabili (e non) di creare musica

tramite il proprio corpo

(http://www.motioncomposer.com/).
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Il Network ECAS sta evolvendo ancora

oggi: da circuiti di festival Europei, si

sta allargando per includere rassegne

di musica elettronica ed audiovisivi di

tutto il mondo, dal Nord America

(Mutek di Montreal) al Sud America

(SOCO di Montevideo e Mutek di

Santiago del Cile) fino all’Australia per

piantare le radici di un futuro network

mondiale di festival denominato ICAS

(International Cities of Advanced

Sound). Good Luck

http://t-m-a.de/cynetart/f2011
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Explorations Of The Invisibles. Freedom and
Power In The Electromagnetic

Barbara Sansone

You cannot see it, but it is there. It is

everywhere and it has an active role in

our lives. We continuously use,

manipulate and aliment it. It’s a

vehicle for our communications, and

to deepen our scientific knowledge.

As it overcomes our perceptive limits,

we don’t care about uncovering it,

ignoring disputes about its

proprieties, the ways it is used, and

the possibilities it could offer.

It is the hertzian space, the world of

radio waves and the electromagnetic

spectrum. It’s an infrastructure that

heavily affects our everyday life and

our understanding of physical space,

architecture and urbanism. It is a

dimension that is better to know, in a

reality with an uncertain future, where

it will be probably necessary to find

and invent freedom and self-

management spaces.

The exploration of this landscape is

indeed what the exhibition “Invisible

Fields -Geographies of radio waves,”

proposes. Opened on 15th October

2011 at the Arts Santa Monica in

Barcelona, it will run until the 4th

March 2012. Curated by José Luis de

Vicente and Honor Harger, from the

digital culture agency Lighthouse

(Brighton, UK), it has been realised in

collaboration with the British Council,

the Bureau du Québec in Barcelona /

Le Conseil des Arts et des Lettres du

Quebec, the LABoral Centro de Arte y

Creacion Industrial of Gijón and the

Bòlit-Centre d’Art Contemporani of

Bòlit-Girona.
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Like all the projects of the Laboratory

of Space Santa Monica, this is an

exhibition (directed by a young and

visionary Joseph Perelló), focusing on

exploring the intersections between

arts and sciences, which does not just

invite the viewer to passively

contemplate a selection of works, but

actively engages her in living projects

and in workshops that get her

absorbed in experimentation and

deep reflections through direct

participation. “Invisible Fields” want

to be a sort of “observatory” that

allows you to sense the radio

spectrum as a physical space, “a

territory”, as the curators themselves

say, “that you can study, perform,

monitor and explore.”

The radio-electric space, besides

engaging researchers and scientists, is

the subject of interest, and work, for

artists, designers, activists and

hackers, who work towards making

these areas liveable – from the public

ones (such as the WiFi technology and

radio) to the most mysterious ones

(such as clandestine signals and

military communications) � and

represent them, turn them into sound,

translate them into utopian visions,

occupy them. “Invisible Fields”

articulates the works proposed in its

exhibition in five chapters.

The first, “Surrounded by waves”,

contains new aesthetic, conceptual

and perceptual interpretations of

terrestrial and celestial

electromagnetic landscapes. Here we

have two videos of Semiconductor, 20
Hz and Magnetic Movie. The first

video translates the array radio

CARISMA data, interpreted as audio

data, into sculptural forms, while the

second one shows the secret life of

the magnetic fields of the NASA

Space Sciences Laboratories (UC

Berkeley).

Continuing the itinerary, there is an

interactive installation, Invisible
Forces by Antony de

Vincenzi,(

http://www.thinkwithdesign.com/#8

30306/INVISIBLE-FORCES), an

instrument that measures

electromagnetic leaks emitted by

every day electric appliances, and

represents them in a screen that acts

like an augmented mirror. We can

thus enter into a Faraday Cage, to

enjoy the “Hertzian silence” for a

moment: the thin wire mesh that

cover the walls can filter out most of
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the radio emissions, get us back to the

time before the end of the nineteenth

century, when the radio signals were

only produced by natural phenomena.

After this break in an area inaccessible

by the Internet and mobile tehnology,

one could access the Thomas Ashcraft

virtual laboratory

(http://www.heliotown.com/),

connected with his real laboratory in

New Mexico (USA), where one could

assist to the scientist activity: an

experimenter who observes the

celestial bodies every night, following

the radio waves they emit. This

section ends with Joyce Hinterding’s

Loop and Fields: Induction Drawing
Series 4
(http://www.sunvalleyresearch.net/),

una serie di disegni che si comportano

come antenne grafiche e rispondono

all’energia che li circonda

convertendola in segnali sonori.

The so-called Hertzian City is also the

invisible architecture of the radio

spectrum that has colonized the

urban landscape, filling it with

physical and digital infrastructures.

Observatorio
(

http://www.lalalab.org/observatorio.h

tm), an interactive installation by

ClaraBoj and Diego Diaz, allows us to

view the wireless networks around its

surrounding space.

Using a surveillance camera, a

powerful one-way Wi-Fi antenna and

a visualizer to distinguish the open

networks from the protected one, the

installation invites us to think about

the need for global and public

network claimed by many collectives.

In addition to the electromagnetic

relations, the visualization of Wi-Fi

networks is also the subject of

Nearness, Wireless in the World and

Timo Arnall‘s Light Painting WiFi

videos (http://www.elasticspace.org),

the last of which has recently gone

viral on the Net.

The second one, “Waves Politics”,

reflects on the tensions and conflicts

generated by, on the one hand, the

information society transformation of

the spectrum into a commodity, and

the use of radio frequencies by

activists, intellectuals and

philosophers as an extension of public

space on the other.

Here we find the interactive

installation Frequency and Volume
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(

http://www.lozano-hemmer.com/fre

quency_and_volume.php), by Rafael

Lozano-Hemmer, which allows visitors

to use their shadows to tune in and

listen to various radio frequencies

using the their body as an antenna. It

was conceived at a time when the

Mexican government was closing

several informal radio stations

managed by indigenous communities

in the states of Chiapas and Guerrero.

Office of Spectral Ecology

(

http://www.mbiederman.com/#9853

6/Office-of-Spectral-Ecology), by

Matthew Biederman, shows on a long

chart how the International

Telecommunication Union (ITU) has

awarded the licenses for the use of

the electromagnetic spectrum: a

screen displays the emissions of

electric, magnetic and radio

frequency field of Barcelona, obtained

by using Google Earth. A history of the
spectrum utopias, by Irma Vilà,

presents an alternative history of the

spectrum that equally supports

communication for commercial

interests, and artistic projects that

have paved the way for new visions,

as well as community and

participative initiatives, such as free

radio like the Italian Radio Alice.

“The dark side of the spectrum” is the

most fascinating and disturbing

section. As the title suggests, it is

dedicated to projects that shed light

on mysterious and illegal uses of the

spectrum by the Army and

intelligence services. The

“experimental geographer” Trevor

Paglen (http://www.paglen.com),

known for his ability to find places in

both physical and herztial

infrastructure could not be missed. In

his video Drone Vision, he shows the

transmission of a drone (remotely

piloted aircraft) intercepted by an

American “satellites hacker”

The Conet Project
(http://www.irdial.com/conet.htm),

by Irdial Discs, is a collection of

recordings of number stations,

shortwave radio stations of unknown

origin that broadcast sequences of

numbers, words or letters, Morse

code or apparent noise. Initially these

recordings were associated with the

Cold War, but the continuation of

their activities, plus the fact that no

institution or government has ever

admitted to using them, left them

immersed in mystery.
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Skrunda Signal, a video by Raitis

Smits, Rasa Smite, Martins Ratniks e

Linda Vebere / RIXC

(

http://www.rixc.lv/projects/skrunda_

signal/), is based on a research built

around a radio-localization station of

Skunda, in Latvia, with interviews with

experts and stories of local residents,

who were victims of health problems,

hallucinations and experienced

unexplained episodes.

Finally, the Twilight Immunity
Museum byJob Ramos

(http://www.jobramos.net/) reports

the effects, more or less

metaphysical, through a series of

symbolic objects, caused in the

environment by Radio Liberty, a radio

station property of the U.S.

government installed about 150 km

off Barcelona which apparently was in

charge of broadcasting propagandist

information directed to the Soviet

block. The radio stopped its activities

in 2001, and was destroyed in 2006,

rather than be transformed into a

museum, as it was originally

proposed.

Throughout the duration of the

exhibition, in the “Create waves”

section, workshops were held to

enable the participants to better

examine the themes covered in the

exhibition and to get a chance to build

radio, city networks and antennas

able to intercepting signals of all

kinds, including those emitted by the

satellites orbiting the earth, by using

simple and every-day material.

Among the protagonists of these

laboratories, the most remarkable

were Guifi.net, a collaborative

platform for innovation, research and

development that promotes

networking and open communication

infrastructure and one of the largest

wireless infrastructure in the world:

the Luthiers Drapaires

(

http://luthiersdrapaires.wordpress.co

m/), an interesting group of creative

recycling of technological waste to

build highly original musical

instruments following DIY principles;

Plataforma Cero, a project of

production and research of the Centro

de Arte y LABoral Creacion of

Gijon(

http://www.laboralcentrodearte.org/

en/exposiciones/orbitando-satelites);

the Center of Astrobiology (CSIC-
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INTA)

(

http://cab.inta-csic.es/index.php?lng

=en), one of the three monitoring

stations of NASA satellites in the

world, which has a radio telescope

with a diameter of 34 meters near

Madrid.

http://www.artssantamonica.cat/
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Kunstradio And Stefano Perna. A Short Guide
To Becoming-bat

Pasquale Napolitano

“Men have always learned from

animals, and even in this age of

electronics and atomic structure we

still have much to learn.” Stefano

Perna – the young curator and sound-

art expert of this show – starts from

Donald R. Griffin’s statement above to

give shape to his latest product,

published by the online Austrian

radio Kunstradio, a reference point

already from 1995, as far as sound

experimentation in the radio field is

concerned.

A short guide to becoming-bat
(

www.kunstradio.at/PROJECTS/CURA

TED_BY/BAT/index.html) is a radio

piece focusing on sounds produced

by bats, some kind of FM-creatures,

able to modulate a system of echoes

and resonances that define a non-

visual space, within which they fulfil

their bodily functions. Immersed in

complete darkness, bats build an

undulatory space made of signals, of

frequencies and amplitudes, “a

pulsating space that constantly

changes, evolves, expands and

contracts. Bats inhabit a radiophonic-

world.”

This programme includes works

developed by artists such

as Ventriloque Media Collective,

Pietro Riparbelli, Davide Tidoni, Anna

Raimondo, Younes Baba Ali e Sec_),

to demonstrate the charming thesis

formulated by Perna (Sound-Design

Academic at the Naples Academy of

Fine Arts and Sound Art curator at

PAN – Palace of Arts in Naples – up to

2010): “Radio is not a privilege of the

human species.

With radio, humans are caught in a

becoming-animal process that brings

them closer to other regions of the

living kingdom. Ethologists and

natural scientists have shown that

long time before humans began to

exploit the properties of the

electromagnetic spectrum to link

each other at great distances, animals
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had already developed a sophisticated

system for the manipulation of waves

and the transmission of sound signals,

for the purpose of communication

and orientation. Many species of

dolphins, whales, insects and birds are

in effect radio-creatures.”

This is a sort of “Praise of Blindness”,

by clearly quoting Rudolf Arnheim, it

is an invitation to all radio-listeners to

become-bats (or at least to “become”

aware of this becoming process):

“With the radio on, the listener enters

the cave, the darkness falls and its

space is suddenly changed. This

spatiality defined by sounding

coordinates conflicts with the tangible

places that surround our body. Where

are exactly the sounds and the voices

I’m hearing? And where am I exactly,

when I listen to the radio?  Once

abandoned the perspectival space of

our home, our kitchen, or our car, we

enter a waveform space, whose

geometry is unknown to us, a kind of

non-human spatiality populated by

forces and signs, to which our

perceptual system is not perfectly

tuned.

To understand and manage this

uncanny space that materializes every

time we turn a radio device on, we

need – most of the time

unconsciously – to quickly reposition

ourselves into a new “place” made of a

matrix of spatial and temporal

relationships, defined only by the

propagation of waves, data and sound

signals. In other words, to inhabit this

place, we are forced to practice a

rough form of echolocation.”

The series of works presented by

Stefano Perna are focused on the

conceptual implications and on the

metaphorical exploration of these

transversal connections, this strange

form of kinship between bats and

humans as living forms immersed in a

radio space. Artists were invited to

create pieces that could work as a sort

of instruction booklet to guide the

listener along the path of this

technologically mediated becoming-

animal process.
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Let’s ask the young Neapolitan curator

some questions, also to get a deeper

sense of the manifold facets of his

research – always intertwined with

digital media. –

Pasquale Napolitano: How did you

come up with the idea of “A short

guide to becoming-bat”?

Stefano Perna: The idea informing my

work is the result of a fortuitous

combination of circumstances. Nearly

a year ago, I was reading some old

texts with meaningful titles (“Listening

in the dark” and “Echoes of Bats and

Men”, 1958 and 1959 respectively),

written by Donald Griffin, an American

scientist. He discovered the so-called

“echolocation”, i.e., the ability of some

animals (in particular bats, whales,

dolphins and some insect species) to

“see” with sound, that is, to use a

complex system of of production

and/or reception of resonances, in

order to create a kind of “mental map”

of the space they move in, even in the

total absence of visual information.

This principle employed by the

extraordinary capacity of this animal

kingdom , is the same on which the

significant technologies of sonar and

radar are based, as well as some

techniques used by blind people to

orient themselves in space.    Unlike

more contemporary specialist texts,

Griffin’s has something vaguely

poetic: his great awe for animal

kingdom is understood as something

not to conquer, to simply explain, or

to protect from an eco-friendly point

of view; rather, it is understood as a

deep, inscrutable and ever-changing

universe to learn from and to let

oneself lead towards regions of

humanly unthinkable experience.

At the same time, I was working on a

text (coming out soon in a collective

volume) that I was commissioned to

write by Kunstradio. Here, I handled

the “listening” issue in relation to

Radio-Art, by dealing with it as

something very different from what is

involved during the enjoyment

process of music or sound-art. This

has just to do with the problem of the

creation of a virtual space definable

only by means of sound coordinates.

 So, some possible connections

between “radio-listening” and

“animal-listening” started to take

shape in my mind, and immediately

afterwards, ORF – Kunstradio asked

me to commission some artists a

series of radio pieces around a subject

of my choice. Therefore, I had a

“ready-to-use” idea: radio as a tool to

get out of the strict borders of human

“listening”, as tool to “see” in the

darkness like electromagnetic

creatures do, just the way bats do.

The title then is the result of a third

theoretical coordinate I was following

in that period: a half-serious tribute to

the concept of becoming-animal,
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theorized by Deleuze and Guattari.

Pasquale Napolitano: How did you

shortlist the roster of your artists? In

which fields did you go look for them?

Stefano Perna: At first, I came to a

standstill regarding where to direct

my choices, because I had initially

decided to call Italian artists (although

they didn’t expressly ask me for it).

This, despite the fact that in Italy, at

the present time, unlike in other

countries, an observation and an

artistic practice specifically

addressing radio aren’t common,

especially in terms of conceiving

Radio-Art as something more and

different from the pure and simple

radio-transmission-of-artis-

ic-contents (but I’ll talk about it later).

That being stated, I obviously thought

to go looking for artists in the field of

local experimental music and in the

Sound-Art scene, although Radio-Art

is – potentially – a field that

encompasses a wider spectrum of

subjects.

I have to say that the artists I finally

called are the one I had previously and

unconsciously shortlistened for a

forthcoming project I hadn’t named

yet and which I wasn’t sure I would

develop.Each and everyone of them

struck me for his/her tendency to

work at the limits of the perceptible,

on the discovery of sensorial systems

beyond the closer thresholds of

everyday perception. So, let’s say that

the choice wasn’t on a particular

“type” or “scene”, but rather on an

attitude to consider the artistic

practice as a process addressed to, as

Paul Klee would say, make forces or

processes -usually imperceptible-

perceptible.

I’m not that interested in a particular

reflection or in a kind of art centred on

human beings and their events,

rather, I am interested in practices

that try to take humans away,

towards sensorial regions of a mineral,

an inorganic, animal, artificial,

electromagnetic, etc., kind. The artists

who took part in this project had to

respond to these relations: radio

space/animal space, vision without

images, acoustic space/wave space,

perceptible/imperceptible.
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Pasquale Napolitano: Your

collaborative relationship with

Kunstradio started thanks to

“Radioaktivitat”. I think this is one of

the most significant cooperations

between radio and art in the last

years. Would you like to tell us – also

for those people who didn’t live it –

your experience?

Stefano Perna: On the one hand

“Radioaktivitat” symbolized an

attempt to bring the attention to

artistic-radiophonic experimentation

(which elsewhere flourishes, develops

and expands) back to Italy (later I’ll

explain the reason why I’ve used

“back”); On the other, to the desire to

think about the curatorial possibility

of an event aimed at the “listening

arts” that moved away both from the

“festival” pattern (experimental

music/digital electronic arts, etc…)

and from the “exhibition”/”show” of

Sound-Art, etc..

I had the change of doing this thanks

to curiosity and to the open-

mindedness of then director of PAN

Marina Vergiani, with whom we were

organising – along with Lucilla Meloni

– the third edition of an international

Forum on documentation and current

languages.   “Radioaktivitat” was a

day of work addressed to European

radio stations (FM and Web)

specialized in Radio-Art productions.

The idea was to turn PAN’s places into

a “radio-active” zone, within which

various talks, listening, actions and

interferences around what Douglas

Kahn – based on one of Marinetti’s

writing – defined “wireless

imagination”; could take place.

The audience, equipped with small

radio receivers with earphones (those

usually utilized for simultaneous

translations during conventions), was

asked to explore the space within

which performances, theoretical talks,

“live broadcasts”, radiograms and

installations were taking place on

different frequencies as well as live in

the physical place.    As you were

saying before, it was roughly around

that period that my collaborative

relationship with Kunstradio started,

whose representative on that

occasion was its founder Heidi

Grundmann, one of the main

personalities not only regarding

Radio-Art, but also in acoustic arts in

general and contemporary data

transmission issues.

Along with her, there were many
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other protagonists of the past and

present European scene. For those

people who are interested, you can go

to

http://www.mixcloud.com/radioaktiv

itat/ , where you can find all the

documentation on the event.

Pasquale Napolitano: At least as far

the Italian scene goes, it’s very

difficult to find personalities who deal

with “Radio-Art” in an analytical and

specialist way, and it’s also very

interesting to be able to give such a

theoretical substratum to a cultural

product. How did you come up with

the idea of approaching this subject

and undertaking a curatorial project of

this type?

Stefano Perna: What a shame… Italy,

unlike other fields of media arts, could

boast the “primacy” in this sector. The

first theoretical manifesto on the

artistic use of radio – much mentioned

still now – is La Radia by Marinetti and

Masnata 1933, a very visionary piece of

writing; Prix Italia was able to support

and give space to many strongly

experimental and international

projects (one only needs to think

about the fact that “Ceneri”, a

radiogram by Samuel Beckett, was

awarded in 1959!).

And then, last but not least, our

country hosted up to 1998 one of the

most original, disruptive and

innovative radio spaces of all time,

Audiobox by Pinotto Fava, which was

on the air first on Rai Radio Uno (!) an

then on Radio Tre for many years. We

mustn’t forget also the

interrelated Festival Audiobox, which

at the turn of the ‘90s took place first

in Cosenza and then in Matera, and

which represented an amazing

moment not only with respect to

performance, experimental music,

sound installations, Radio-Art and

productions (for example, some great

works by Alvin Curran were

commissioned for the festival).

Thanks to Audiobox Italian radio was

interconnected with the most

interesting things occurring in the

world of sound research: from Canada

to Australia, passing through Austria

(Kunstradio and Audiobox were

steadily in touch with each other).  

After that period it was the void. there

hasn’t been nearly any kind of

experimentation in this direction. It’s

also for this reason that in Italy, above

all the new generations of young

artists aren’t familiar with the term –
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and its practice – “Radio-Art”.

Its maximum expression can be found

in a sort of “window” into traditional

programming or podcasts, within

which some sound contents – less

orthodox than usual – can be heard.

But Radio-Art isn’t only about this. It

deals with thoroughly exploring its

potential and specificity, it’s not about

transmitting sounds only. “Radio art is

not transmitted sound art”

Kunstradio’s manifesto states. Radio,

be it by air, Web, satellite, or by GPS,

is the result of the setting-up of an

undulatory and dispersed space, of a

dislocation of bodies and sounds at

very far distances; it’s localization and

dispersion, simultaneity and records,

nearness and distance.

The art of radio measures itself

against all these elements, and not

only against sound features, but

against the prospective of an

expanded and a dilated listening

construction up to cosmos’ borders

(radio waves travel thorough universe

undisturbed by human beings and

Earth itself, as well proved by some

works developed by artists such as

Radioqualia...). I had a chance to

approach this new world a few years

ago, when I was working on the

making of PAN’s webradio – a project

carried out now -.

It dealt with creating – in the wake of

similar experiences like PS/1 of New

York radio, or the Italian

RadioPapesse – an acoustic space

where contemporary arts could freely

circulate, by means of a work of

documentation and production,

promoted by a museum institution. I

think that the most considerable

result of that experience was just the

organization of Radioaktivitat.

Pasquale Napolitano: Throughout

your work one can see a particular

focus on the representation of the

imperceptible. Even your first book

“Form Flows Data”, published by

Rubettino a few days ago,

compresses your long and careful

research on the subject of

visualisation of artistic data. Is there

any relationship between these two

research aspects?

Stefano Perna: Yes, of course there is.

Although we’re talking about registers

and contexts very different from each

other, the guideline is the same. The

most interesting thing is what bonds

human feeling to forces and
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processes that outstrip it from any

angle: this is either due to their

complexity, to their size, or to the

inadequacy of our biological systems.

Obviously, I’m not talking about

anything spiritual, but rather about

very material processes, like, for

example, animal communication,

mineral processes, non-human

intelligence, energy and data flows,

electromagnetic field, etc.

I believe that the work of those artists

trying to give a sensory shape to all

this, by giving birth to works tuning

our perception to unheard channels, is

very exciting. On this point I agree

with you: it’s possible to find a

connection between my book, dealing

with the “visual” theme, and my work,

which I dedicate to sound.   I have to

say, however, that the field of data art

(or infoviz, dataviz, and all the other

names used to define it) isn’t so

interesting. In my opinion it deals in

great measure with nothing more

than a fashion, joined to an ideology

of latent technicality, according to

which “visualize” – i.e., showing “latent

patterns of information” – is in itself

something aesthetically right from an

aesthetic point of view.

Things become interesting when we

find an attempt to combine the

human with something, though set in

motion by the species, which gains

features that transcend it, to the

extent that it becomes a kind of an

unknown otherness. I’m thinking, for

example, about Rioji Ikeda’s or

Semiconductor’s works.

Pasquale Napolitano: Finally, coming

back to the aspects purely linked to

sound and radiophony, which

developments do you think there will

be for such articulated and so

contemporary art form?

Stefano Perna: For the time being,

web hasn’t shown much, because as

often as not, it is limited to the

repetition of the “flow” pattern typical

of traditional radio. Podcasts’ features

haven’t been exploited yet, I’m talking

about their characteristic of

portability and about what could be

done. Locative media have been

doing some interesting things through

the development of geolocated sound

transmissions, but at the same time

there’s a new wave (from a

technological point of view) of very

traditional “neighbourhood” or

“community” radios, which transmit

by FM in very limited areas and
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simultaneously by web that are

becoming out-and-out breeding

grounds of radio experimentation and

creativity (Resonance FM, just to

mention one).

On the whole, I think that a lot of work

has to be done in this direction and

that anyway – since there’s an

increasing interest in the auditory

sphere, both within the context of

contemporaneous arts, and of media

studios – there are all the conditions

necessary for a new interest wave in

Radio-Art – provided that with the

term “radio” we don’t mean only that

old device based on air waves, but

also a more complex system of (both

old and modern) technologies and of

languages that revolve round the

essential issue of letting sound freely

circulate through time and space. 

http://www.kunstradio.at

http://www.store.rubbettinoeditore.i

t/form-f-ol-lows-data.html
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It’s All Thanks To Capitalism. A Re-reading Of
Partecipation Practices

Alessandra Saviotti

In times of economic, political and

cultural crisis, with a succession of

natural and man-made disasters, and

real or evoked doomsday scenarios,

how have we reacted? Did We take a

clear position? Did We participate to

violent riots or peaceful movements

occupying our streets? And how did

our cultural system behave?

Starting from the analysis of the

events occurred in Europe on 15th

October 2011, we can say that we have

witnessed the birth of two models of

appropriation of public space. On the

one hand, the “Greek model” with real

and sometimes very violent urban

guerrillas involving demonstrators and

police, on the other hand the other

the “Spanish model”, whose precursor

is the Arab spring, characterized by

the peaceful occupation of public

space that becomes the site of

meetings, without the establishment

of any leader or hierarchy.

In Italy we have followed neither of

these examples, as the demonstration

began peacefully and then turned into

riot, although some groups tried to

keep non-violent organization and

pockets of meeting and debate. In

Rome they tried to follow a model

dating back to the ’70s, which

consisted mostly of a crowd of people

almost militarily organized (with

public order) led by a figure and a

well-established political idea. This

has been put into practice, but in an

anachronistic way.

The events of 15th October have

suffered the lack of a strong common

goal and the failure to overcome its

patterns, because in Italy there is no

strong example to refer to. Every day

people are faced with various crises,

both economic, social and cultural,

the result was a disorientation that

also affected the protests.
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The U.S. phenomenon Occupy Wall

Street, inspired by the anthropologist

and anarchic David Graeberand, then

spread globally, has led to a

reinterpretation of participation in

public spaces. The square, in New

York’s case Zuccotti Park, has become

a new home for meeting and self-

organization. Those involved went

through a sort of training around

current events, by organizing

workshops and debates and inviting

personalities that are symbols of our

time, such as Naomi Klein, Judith

Butler, Roberto Saviano. Here for the

first time we have seen the “human

microphone”, originated from the

need to communicate the speeches

to the crowd that invaded Zuccotti

Park, evading the ban to use

megaphones.

Speaking of the reaction of the

cultural system in Italy, some

movements emerged that have given

rise to more or less effective protests

or occupations. Among these, the

best organized and long-lasting one

are the actors, dancers, technicians,

operators who have occupied the

Teatro Valle (Rome), the curators,

artists, critics and art dealers who

founded the Occupiamoci di

Contemporaneo (Rome) and

Lavoratori dell’Arte (Milan). A point in

common is that all these movements

aim to the recognition by the

institutions; that the creation of

culture is a fundamental value of a

civilized community.

Thus, in time of crisis, there is a need

to escape one’s own confortable zone

and to make one’s voice heard,

through working, as the reactions can

sometimes be similar. Language and

words take on a powerful and

evocative meaning. Boris Groys,

talking about the reaction of the

artists, says that “artists now use the

same forms and processes all around

the world, even if they use them in

different cultural and political

contexts. [...] The artworks refer to the

contexts in which they can

immediately be recognized as signs

and symbols, and as information that

tell the viewer the special conditions

that exist in the place to which they

belong “(Back from the Future, in”

Arteast 2000 +: The Art of Eastern

Europe: A Selectionof Works for the

International and National Collections

of Moderngalerija Ljubljana “).
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The critique to society can take place

not only through protests, but also

through the work of the artist. As

opposed to the erroneous statement

regarding the absence of an Italian

political art trend, there are some

artists exploring historical and political

phenomena, trying to talk about the

present by re-enacting the past, or

taking a cue from the reality, mostly

regional, in which they live, to

highlight its contradictions. However,

very few people use public space for

“exposing” their work and to define a

more general audience.

Sometimes foreign artists take

inspiration from our reality, as our

system of contemporary art poses

itself as a particular observatory of

how the modality of labor are

redefining themselves also in Europe,

that is, through the creation of

independent projects, of forms of

self-organization and initiatives from

below.

Among many examples, the Dutch

collective Fucking Good Art (Rob

Hamelijnck and Nienke Terpsma) has

been invited by the Nomas

Foundation of Rome to lead an

itinerant residence (Rome, Bologna,

Milan, Turin, Bari, Naples) for the

publication of a monograph dedicated

to Italy of their magazine, launched in

2003. The intent was to give a second

reading, with an external eye,

addressed to a European audience,

about how we can reinvent cultural

work during the economic crisis that

is assailing the globe.

During the international prize of

Participatory Art curated by Julia

Draganovic and Claudia Löffelholz,

the Mexican artist Pablo Helguera has

developed a project for the city of

Bologna called Aelia Media starting

from the analysis of contemporary art

spaces in the city. It consisted in a

kind school of journalism addressed to

cultural operators in Bologna that

gave birth to a real radio with

headquarters in one of the squares of

its historic center. Its goal was to offer
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innovative versions of cultural

production. Hence a multimedia

channel was created, supported by

social networks and the free radio

stations of Bologna that broadcasted

for two weeks the programs of twenty

operators.

http://www.arttrail.ie/

http://www.fuckinggoodart.nl/

http://aeliamedia.org/

http://www.frieze.com/issue/article/

state-of-a-nation/
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Notes on Realtime Tahrir. The Revolution Will
Not Be Twitted

Mitra Azar

The light in Cairo has a grainy and

layered quality to it, just like the

mercilessly unswerving beige and

grey nuances of its decaying

buildings, along each side of its wide

streets, between bridges,

underpasses, railroads. Rays of

sunshine, penetrating the thin vapor

skin, bounce off the rusty air

conditioners, spotting the stochastic

and unrelentless turmoil of the vapors

on the Square, intensifying the amber

nuance of the afternoon light.

I walk up to Tahrir Square, trying to

avoid the huge puddles purposely

created by the young safety staff on

the Maspiro side, in order to appease

possible interventions by the police

with CR and CF tear gases, that cause

gagging, and attack the nervous

system, thus generating temporary

paralysis and/or tremors. Only a few

weeks have gone by, since the

counting of the last martyrs.

After two smiling youngsters perform

a superficial control of my passport

and backpack, another two raise the

ropes enclosing the entrance, and

they let me in, apologizing.

Tahrir Square is alive, organic; it

smells, sweats, pushes, cries, shouts.

On its sides, the roller shutters of

closed shops are swallowed by boards

and graffiti. Makeshift huts and ropes

delimit spaces for the artists creating

slogans and images, as well as for the

first of the first-aid area I find here,

where volunteers receive patients,

while trying to reorganize a huge

amount of medicines. I hear that little
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gangs from time to time enter the

Square, trying to steal medical

equipment and products; the Raìs

sends them, people say.

Pylons make supports for temporary,

improvised architectures, needed to

organize life on the Square. At the

same time, they are the main source

of electricity, abstracted through

surfacing cables of unscrewed metal,

and connected to extension leads

powering big tents, once the night

falls. A balding man – a cigarette in his

mouth, a cheap plastic USB antenna in

his hand, and a battered laptop on his

legs – explains to me that the

companies around the Square have

created access points for the rebels.

Then, he shows me his Twitter

account on his cell phone.

Between the sidewalk and the center

of the Square, rickety iron carts serve

ful – a metal bowl of warm beans with

lemon, cumin, salt, pepper and chilly,

salad and pickled vegetables on the

side, on filthy planks of unfinished

wood, for half a dollar.

More compact carts offer sweet

potatoes from Alexandria, coming out

of dented and steamy cylinders where

wood and ember burn, exhausting

from a cardboard tube, while others

fill hard plastic dishes with couscous

and sugar, behind steamy windows.

Tripods and bricks are instead for

salted tomatoes, protected with

cellophane bags, on which the Muslim

Brothers have glued their balancing

icon – the scales of justice and

freedom.

In the middle of the square – between

the sidewalks and the real center

where one of the many tent cities,

made out of fabric, cardboard, plastic,

ropes and carpets, rises up, sheltering

the rebels from the chill of the night,

groups of people squeeze each other

in order to exchange ideas on the

current political situation, pushing and

shouting, kissing each other, in an

endless stream of voices alternating

and overlapping, without any fixed

dialectic rule, and with an exhausting

strength and violence and beauty.

Everyone included: old people, men,

women, children.

Some say the revolution will stay on

the Square without going to vote,

some believe that elections are a step

forward, someone else shouts that

SCAF (the Supreme Council of the

Armed Forces, currently controlling
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the country) must go away. Some say

sellers must leave the Square, they are

selling drugs, and this is not a market.

An old man says that the front lines of

protest stuff themselves with drugs,

triggering a reaction in the young

people next to them.

Not far from there, in front of the

Omar Makram statue – mostly

covered with posters and tagged with

stencils, graffiti and stickers – a child

in a tracksuit, blacker than the

blackest coal, is sleeping crouched on

a metal grid. While preparing my

camera for shooting I am immediately

surrounded. A long-bearded man asks

to see my passport. He says that it is

not possible to take pictures on the

square.

These episodes will be occurring

again, day after day, every time

causing endless discussions regarding

my legitimacy to take photos or shoot

videos. Even when a kid carrying the

Egyptian flag asks me to be

photographed, someone stops me

saying: “Why are you photographing

him? He is not the revolution, he is

here just for fun.” They say they are

afraid that I’ll portray the negative

side of the Square. They insist that the

poor do not represent the Square.

I begin to think about how important

it is that the Square keeps staying a

crossing place, not only as a space of

steady and ongoing occupation, open

to those who haven’t been here since

the beginning, but who became

interested a bit later. Open to those

who paint their faces with the colours

of the Egyptian flag, even if they

would have done the same when

Mubarak was leading the country.

Open to the poor who are hungry and

have no place to go; to motorcycles

with a TV set, instead of a rear view

mirror, ridden by a woman wearing a

burka, a man and three children

wearing sunglasses.

Open to Vespas with a subwoofer

instead of the document

compartment; open to cripples, to

those with no teeth, to the deaf-
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mutes who can’t hear, but

nevertheless jump into the fray of the

discussion to imagine it – the

revolution –, to see it in the

relentlessly opening and closing of the

mouths. Open to barefoot children

running all over the place or sleeping

under thick layers of blankets full of

fleas.

This Tahrir is not what I read about on

Twitter.

As it seems, some Western journalists

used the pictures of Tahrir Square in a

way that rebels did not appreciate. Or,

maybe, that’s what state TV said, in

order to turn rebels away from

Western reporters, telling that on the

Square there were more Europeans

than Egyptians. The fact is that now it

is difficult to take pictures in the

square, especially of the poorest

fringes of the occupants – the

majority of the current Tahrir fauna –

as well as of street vendors, old

people around a fire.

I try to explain that fire is a powerful

symbol for aggregation, in the same

way that old people are a symbol for

memory. Nothing to do. I feel like we

are looking at different images.

Censorship doesn’t seem to be linked

merely to security reasons – that is, it

is not to protect someone’s identity –

but rather the result of the acquired

awareness of the danger that images

represent, for Tahrir occupants.

Images are weapons, and they

actually are the only weapons

available to the rebels. I feel like I have

already witnessed such awareness –

which is naïve and profound at the

same time – even in the days of the

Iranian Green Revolution, and more

methodically among the cyber

activists of the ongoing Syrian

revolution. I think that this new

perspective about images – digital,

iconic, as simulacra – is the

consequence of their increasingly

political significance in the era of real-

time politics.
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I find the existence of a visual

censorship in the square rather

annoying. On the other hand, the

enforcement of this rule in an

anarchical and never definitive way –

anyone can accord or deny such right

– opens up to unexpected positions.

As a result, I am, from time to time,

allowed to take pictures, after

grueling negotiations with the

bystanders.

Why can’t we take pictures of the

miserables of this revolution, since

they are one of the reasons for it and

at the moment somehow the majority

of the occupants of Tahrir square?

When I move from Tahrir towards the

occupation standing in front of the

Prime Minister’s office, I find a

completely different situation. People

tell me that right here I can find the

Tahrir of January 25, the one that

triggered the revolution: guitars,

drums, students, Twitter and FB

generations. I’m puzzled because I

have the impression that the world of

students and intellectuals is

distancing itself from that of the poor,

placing itself physically in two

different areas.

I take a look around: the walls

surrounding the building are

completely covered in tags, stencils,

graffiti, even in the most stereotyped

Western revolutionary rhetoric, such

as “One solution… revolution”,

“a.c.a.b.” (all cops are bastards). But

one of them particularly strikes me:

Twitter’s blue bird behind a

backslashed circle as in a no symbol:

“The revolution will not be twitted.”

Almost an appeal for a physical

presence on the field, a statement of

distrust and powerlessness towards

one of the most popular tools of the

so-called Arab Spring.
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Yet, the feeling of Tahrir as an organic,

physical-symbolical entity, almost

independent from the individuals that

form it, is what remains beyond

scepticism, fears, inner tensions. The

Square is indefinable: depending on

whether it is day or night, it is filled

with completely different people,

from Muslim brothers to Christians, to

the poor, students, intellectuals,

workers, expatriates. Basically anyone

can join in and take part in it, anyone

can have their say, if the naïve or

reductive interpretations of some of

these dynamics – inevitably

characterizing mass events such as

this – can be transcended.

If, instead of focusing on girls

occasionally being harassed, we

would look at the stream of people

immediately intervening to let them

walk away. If, instead of focusing on

the mercilessness of certain violent

incidents (as in the case of a

pickpocket caught stealing, and

beaten to a pulp by an angry mob),

we would look at people exhausted

by the endless attacks of the police or

the night gangs stirred up by the

regime to create chaos and unrest.

On Mohammed Mahmoud Street,

people still talk about the ‘eye

snipers’: even the army leaves no way

out to vision, thus, not being able to

aim at cell phones’ cameras, they

shoot straight in the eye. In the

meantime, the surviving eyes of the

crowd fix the wall of concrete blocks

stacked one up the other, separating

the protesters from the troops

protecting the Ministry of Internal

Affairs.

The day after, I read on Twitter that in

front of some of the polling places,

party officers are distributing

sandwiches and Pepsi. At night, a Dick

Tracy-look-alike magician, at the

entrance of the Square, is entertaining

a bunch of fat guys with ping pong

balls which he spits out of his mouth

and then extract out of the eyes and

noses of his audience, and which

frequently drop to the ground,

slipping through the crowd, hitting

dented cars sporting an arabesque,

instead of the steering wheel.

The Muslim brotherhood is going to

win, everybody knows it. In the

meantime, The Sad Panda makes a

balloon shaped like a Sad Panda to

drag along among the kids and their

pink cotton candy. At night, at the

end of election day, there is talk of the
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kidnapping of an activist. As the news

of his release is being twitted, his

followers, puzzled, wonder why he is

not twitting yet…

Here are some virtual hint on the

Egyptian revolution:

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/#!/search/amira

khalil46

https://twitter.com/#!/search/egypt

ocracy

https://twitter.com/#!/search/salma

said

http://twitter.com/#!/monaeltahawy

http://fr.twitter.com/#!/MagButter

https://twitter.com/#!/weskandar

http://twitter.com/#!/malekadly

http://twitter.com/#!/occupiedcairo

http://twitter.com/#!/search?q=%23

egyviolation

Sites:

http://mosireen.org

http://www.tahrirdiaries.org/

http://en.nomiltrials.com/

http://www.scribd.com/cairowire

http://tahrirnews.com/

http://www.arabawy.org/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maspiro

_Massacre

Youtube:

Graffiti and revolution:

http://www.facebook.com/GraffitiEg

ypt?sk=wall

http://www.flickr.com/photos/elha

malawy/sets/72157627941491870/wit

h/6274432606/

https://www.facebook.com/pages/K

eizer/266308690060395

http://www.facebook.com/sadpanda

a

http://www.ganzeer.com/

http://www.euronews.net/2011/11/28

/ganzeer-i-boycott-the-elect-

ons-they-re-a--

ham-/#.TtTyD6lQNZE.facebook
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http://globalpressinstitute.org/global

-news/africa/egypt/egyptian-

-participate-exami-

e-revolution-through-rise-graffiti

http://www.arabstand.com/2011/08/

the-amazing-talents-of-ca-

ros-graffiti-artist-keizer-images/

News:

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/mid

dleeast/2011/11/201111249364150217.ht

ml
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The Algorithmic “unconscious” – Part 2
Eugenia Fratzeskou

This two-part essay offers an

investigation of the ‘depths’ of the

algorithmic workings of digital

visualisation systems. The focal point

of this study is digital “memory”, as

explored in relation to the Algebras of

“Logic”, the notions of process

paradigm, pre-representational grids

and emergence. In this way, the

algorithmic “unconscious” of digital

visualisation technology – i.e. the

inherent paradoxes and unknowns,

the uncontrollable data flaws, the

hidden inconsistencies, the exchanges

and the potentialities of the system –

is unveiled. New possibilities and

ways of creating more than mere

visual ‘phenomena’ emerge.

Process and digital trace

Digital technology has introduced

deep changes not only to the domains

of representation and knowledge

organisation, but also, to the

expansion of human cognition and

perception. As Rejane Cantoni argues:

“..digital technologies will introduce

changes that range from the

installment of new models of

representation and the organization

of knowledge to our own

transformation or cognitive

expansion”… [1]

Essentially, with the advent of digital

technology, process has not only

become a transient multi-medium,

but it is also considered as a kind of

‘paradigm’ through which we map

ourselves and the world. The

advantages and the limitations of

such a ‘paradigm’ are best outlined by

Lucas Evers & Susanne Jaschsko‘s in

their paper entitled “Process as
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Paradigm” (presented at the 16th

International Symposium on

Electronic Art, Ruhr, 2010), in which

the field between certainty and

unpredictability is critically explored.

“Process � non-linear and non-

deterministic � has become one of the

major paradigms in contemporary art

& culture� This paradigm reflects the

fact we have ever better means,

concepts and technology to observe

reality. As a result we have both a

deeper understanding but

simultaneously realise reality is far

more difficult to master. Reality is an

all-entangling process that holds

many uncertainties � of which we are

part..” [2]

Objects ‘give way’ to systems and

their matter-energy information

exchanges that are non-linear & non-

deterministic. As coined by Manuel

Castell and discussed in Lev

Manovich‘s writings, such a shift

reflects the characteristic transition

from Modernism to ‘informationalism’.

This shift is manifested in the broader

art and science contexts i.e. the ‘death

of the object’ in the art of the sixties

and the rise of Quantum Physics. [3]

Such a ‘paradigm shift’ alters our

cognition and perception, particularly,

in terms of the ways in which we

define the relationship between form

and in-formation as well as our

interaction with them. As we delve

into the various data ‘currents’ � whose

‘ebbs and flows’ characterise not only

the workings of digital visualisation

systems, but also our environmental

context in general � we encounter a

dynamic endogenous transitionality

that has various states and degrees of

emergence, resulting in the loss of

what we define as essential/primary

or ‘good’ form. Diverse types of

dynamically interacting in-between

realities are activated, revealing

various degrees of dimensionality and

interstitiality that can be creatively

explored.

Following Manovich’s argument on

whether “software and computer

networks redefine the very concept of

form”, we may reach a similar

conclusion to Manovich that indeed,

“the new forms are often variable,
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emergent, distributed and not directly

observable”i Even in the case of digital

“primitives” [4], where various

behaviours and dynamics are stored,

we encounter open states of

potentiality, as exemplified, for

instance, in the work of the award-

winning architect,  Greg Lynn. [5]

It becomes clear that an in-depth

systematic investigation of digital

visualisation systems surpasses the

limiting focus on imaging. Instances

of data ‘currents’ can be visually

“captured” as digital traces that have

intrinsic types of in-formation. These

“traces” are a product of the complex

workings, inherent flaws and

inconsistent data exchanges of digital

visualisation systems. Consequently,

these digital traces escape not only a

sole frame of reference as providing a

proper and full description of them,

but also the outworn principles and

aesthetics of a mere image

production and processing, as well as

the customary modes of simulation.

The theoretical and practical

investigation of those digital traces

enable us to unravel the workings of

digital visualisation systems, and even

the depths of the algorithm. An

investigation like this is not limited to

the observation of surface effects, but

expands into the complexity and the

half/by- products of the dynamic data

interchange between the diverse

computational levels and models of

computer infrastructure.

Digital  traces  reveal  a  multitude  of

virtuality  states  that  are  implicitin

various interacting potentiality fields.

In extension to this condition, it may

be  argued  that  in  the  context  of

digital  technology  the  notion  of

potentiality can be interpreted as the

‘gap’ ,e.g.  lack  of  consistency,

transparency and/or immediacy, that

exists between user and machine, as

wel l  as  between  software  and

hardware,  and  between  the  various

computational  levels  of  the  digital

visualisation  system.  Although  this

‘gap’  is  supposed  to  have  been

remedied  through  the  use  of  the

appropriate programming languages,

it  sti l l  dominates  the  software

engineering  discourse.

An  investigation  of  what  may  be

defined as an intrinsic structure and

geometry of the system prior to any

kind of  (re)presentational  production

poses an interesting challenge. It can

be  argued  that  pre-representational
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‘grids’ may be operating in the highly

unstable depths of digital visualisation

systems.

Transformation matrix and memory

The mathematical matrix is defined as

the traditional means of making the

world observable and a solution for

controlling and ultimately eliminating

disorder, entropy, asymmetry, and

inconsistency. Ian Charles Braid

implements a mathematical matrix as

a regulatory mediator between the

binary and the graphic levels of digital

3D modelling systems, in order to

avoid the direct conversion of binary

arithmetic into digital volumes, as this

has been proved to be highly

problematic. In this way, Braid creates

a numerical model that consists of

transformation matrices mediating

between the drafting/modelling

system and the binary model of the

digital visualisation system.

The problem of imprecise visualisation

arose from the imprecise conversions

between the diverse levels of the

computer infrastructure. In particular,

as Braid explained, “no easy

correspondence between Boolean

operations on volumes and Boolean

operations on bits is to be found”.  [6]

That lack of correspondence came to

light when Braid attempted to solve

the problems of his first scheme.

Those problems included the

impractical visualisation of solids

through a large number of bits and

the inconsistent transformation and

placement of those solids.. [7]

Braid created special algorithms for

applying Boolean set operations to

solids, instead of directly visualising

how those operations were applied to

bits. He implemented that solution by

using a “transformation matrix” to

describe a solid metrically. [8] The

matrix described the hierarchical

combinations of solids, enabling the

creation of 3D models through

constructive solid geometry. [9] In

that way, the boundaries of a solid

were visualised on the drafting

system, after their geometrical

elements were specified on the

numerical model.
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Conversion errors however cannot be

eliminated in the majority of CAD and

modelling applications. Exact

computation or regularisation through

the use of programmable constraints

remains unattainable, despite the

implementation of the transformation

matrix. [10] As Christoph M. Hoffmann

concludes “the interplay of symbolic

and arithmetic computation is a

critical dimension in solid modelling”.

[11] As a result of such inherently

problematic computation, the

visualisation outcomes can be

contradictory and disproportional to

their input due to such imprecise

conversions. [12]

As can be seen through investigating

the case of Braid’s transformational

matrix, the computational workings of

digital visualisation systems are by no

means tamed and predictable. Even if

the operation of certain applications is

based on what seems to be a more

direct type of real-world data

processing, the operation principles

and foundations of digital

visualisation systems remain

essentially similar. We are dealing

with highly complex systems that

have various high-abstraction levels

that contain a number of unknown

behaviours as well as varying degrees

of instability and emergence.

The mathematical matrix is not simply

meant to tame the contrasting

dynamics and inconsistent

conversions between the

syntax/semiotic-based high

abstraction levels and the lower level

computations of the system. The

situation is far more complex. The

lower levels of the system retain their

built-in variability, irrespectively of

external interactions and input, while

the interchangeable states of

reduction and excess, the machine

constraints, the randomness, and the

incompatibilities between the diverse

computational levels dominate the

system even more.

As a result of such complexity, not

only a paradoxical “oscillation”

between binary, semiotic and

geometrical types of “spatiality”

occurs, but also an interplay between

valid and invalid ones emerges. Such

an ‘oscillation’ affects boundary

definition and conditions and causes

states of elliptical or excessive and

multiple dimensionality to occur by

default.
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The workings of the interaction

between the various computational

levels of a digital visualisation system

can be investigated in more depth in

relation to artificial ‘memory’ and

Sigmund Freud’s‘A note upon the

Mystic Writing Pad (1925). Freud’s

Mystic Writing Pad is not only relevant

to media theory due to the ways it

deals with the essential operations of

memory, but also, to the notion of

digital trace and drawing. As Rosalind

Krauss describes, Freud’s Mystic
Writing Pad operates like a

“Wunderblock”: as its top layer

registers new impressions from the

world, these are simultaneously

transferred on the underlying waxen

slab.It isonly during this periodic

procedure that both layers can be

re/de-touchable.

If the top layer of the Mystic Writing
Pad bears an almost ‘perspectival’

depth due to the fact that it is

constantly ‘over-painted’ by new

impressions, the second layer

permanently retains a non-

hierarchical superimposition of

personal experience. [13] The first

layer resembles the function of our

short-term or ‘working’ memory,

while the second layer plays the role

of our long-term memory.The latter is

the ‘sediment’ of our experience that

is processed as knowledge that turns

into preconception.

The short-term and long-term

memory interaction determines the

assimilation and reworking of new

and past information. As explained by

Crick Francis and Christof Koch, the

interpretation of the visual world and

the creation of viewer-centred

representations that lead to

“cognitive” representations, are the

products of such interaction. [14]

Artificial memory, which functions

more like an ‘enhanced’ long-term

memory, is not meant to deteriorate.

It can be adaptable up to a certain

degree, but it lacks the processes and

the true development of human
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memory. Each piece of information is

stored and classified according to its

format, size and date of insertion or

modification. Normally, each cluster

maintains its independence from the

rest. The user may access it at any

time as well as copy it ad infinitum.

Simply by clicking the ‘undo’ or ‘redo’

options, information is perfectly

restored, time is regained and

mistakes are ‘perfectly’ corrected.

As the artist and educator Leo Duff

describes: The use of new media gives

a new dimension to the use of

memory in drawing, particularly long

term memory. It will ‘remember’ and

store images for us. What would have

previously been rubbed-out can be

cut and saved in case we decide to

reintroduce it to the drawing at a later

point. Does this make the all-

important editorial process (whether

automatic or carefully considered) of

drawing easier or more

complicated?”.[15]

Artificial memory records past and

present inter-dependencies and links

(as contrasted to real relations)

between various elements and affects

the course of design and creative

practice in various ways e.g. particular

stages of the creation process may be

suspended, shortened, omitted,

juxtaposed, etc. .[16]

What tends to be forgotten is that

artificial memory is a fragment from a

larger complex system that is

characterised by varying degrees of

instability; from an assemblage of

dynamically and unpredictably

interacting computational layers, data

flows and matrices. We are able to

grasp the increasing degree of

complexity, inconsistency and

instability of digital visualisation

systems, particularly when working

with architectural 3D modelling and

VR, rather than simple imaging

applications.

The element of the unexpected arises

not simply from the interaction

between user input and stored

information, but also, from the flaws

of the system that obstruct the

regularising function of the

transformational matrix and cause

artificial memory to degenerate. In

particular, the hierarchy and regularity

of the arithmetic order of the

transformation matrix, as well as the

robustness of the system, become

corrupted by noise, data saturation

etc.
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The transformation matrix numerically

describes a digital solid as a data

structure that is composed of

vertices, edges, and faces. As Braid

explains, only “vertices and edges,

unlike face equations, are explicitly

stored for each object” and created

anew in each operation and

transformation. Braid also explains

that “every face that is generated

from the intersection [of the original

faces] lies on an original face”.

Subsequently, the faces of a solid

“show traces of its construction” and

they therefore maintain the

characteristics of the original solids.

Those characteristics include the

colour, orientation, and triangulation

of the original solids. Furthermore, as

Braid reduces the amount of stored

information for each solid, the

“connections between edges and

faces do not matter”.[17]

Consequently, the faces of a solid are

not explicitly defined and the

connections between vertices, edges

and faces may be loose. [18] In this

case, the orientation of the faces may

be too ambiguous and thus the

geometrical elements of a solid may

be unconnected. Such a solid is

defined as ‘invalid’, because its

structure, characteristics and

behaviours are flawed. This

problematic condition becomes more

apparent and increases even when a

simple transformation, such as,

rotation, is applied to the solid [19].

The existence of the algorithmic

paradox and the unexpected comes

to the fore, as the inconsistent and

unexpected outcomes that are

described above, derive from the use

of a seemingly consistent system. The

creation of a digital 3D model can be

understood is a non-linear passage

between algorithmic incidents of

de/re-generation. When working with

such unstable systems, a point is

reached where we cannot completely

unveilthe creation process we have

followed. Any attempt to do so, takes

us back to a diffused condition,

instead of a ‘ground zero’, an origin.

There is a lack of hierarchy, stability

and robustness. A coherent and

consistent whole is thus proved to be

arbitrary. This condition gives rise to

what Gilles Deleuze defines as

“leakages”, as synonymous with

“indistinctions” and “in-between

spaces”.[20]

The intervention of paradox is the

symptom of the arbitrary and flawed

nature of technology itself. The
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realisation of the wider complexity of

co-ordinates into which a plan falls,

and which causes inconsistencies

between cause and effect, draws

attention to the elements of paradox

and emergence in technology, and

provides the challenge for creatively

‘delineating’ those complexities and

in-between states.. [21]
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Arte Bio-diversa. Il Pav Di Torino, Tra Ecologia E
Transgenesi

Laura Capuozzo

Spedizioni in Antartide e bistecche di

rana, stazioni meteo sonore e creature

fluorescenti, provette e alberi cloni.

Nuove frontiere della sperimentazione

scientifica? No, ultimi traguardi

dell’arte. Dna e tessuti organici sono

usati come veri e propri medium

artistici all’interno dei laboratori

biotech.

Artisti e biologi lavorano fianco a

fianco per tentare di dare una risposta

concreta a problemi come l’impatto

dei cambiamenti climatici

sull’ecosistema, la salvaguardia della

bio-diversità, la clonazione di esseri

viventi. Temi che l’arte prende in

carico, non più rappresentandoli, ma

proponendo soluzioni. Se la

sopravvivenza dell’ecosistema globale

è una priorità non solo etica, l’artista,

analizzando il nostro rapporto con la

biosfera, vuole ricordarci l’intima

connessione con essa e la necessità

della sua tutela. Ne discutiamo con

Piero Gilardi, direttore dell’Art

Program del PAV di Torino.

Il PAV è, così come viene definito dai

suo organizzatori, un parco-mondo.

Un habitat verde sorto in un’ex area

industriale. Il percorso espositivo

permanente, Bioma, è composto da

opere che testimoniano un incontro

perfetto tra tecnologia e biologia, le

quali confluiscono in ogni intervento

artistico realizzato all’interno del

parco. Dalle ceneri della precedente

industria metalmeccanica, il PAV è

oggi un terreno fertile per quanti

vogliono dare risposte sostenibili e

praticabili alla difesa dell’ambiente e

alle esigenze della collettività.
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Il connubio tra l’impegno ecologico e

la sensibilità estetica è l’anima del

progetto ed emerge sia dagli

interventi site-specific degli artisti che

hanno contribuito alla sua

realizzazione, sia dalle numerose

attività organizzate dal suo staff.

Operare per la sopravvivenza del bios
è sentita infatti, prima di tutto, come

esigenza comune e vissuta in maniera

partecipativa.

La dedizione costante del pubblico è,

perciò, parte essenziale della vita del

parco: vivendo un luogo si può fare di

esso un’opera d’arte. Il carattere

collettivo e partecipativo degli

interventi di bioarte fa riferimento –

osserva Piero Gilardi  – ad un’idea

performativa che ha attraversato l’arte

nell’ultimo secolo. Fin dall’epoca

romantica c’era stata una tendenza a

portare l’arte dentro la vita, gli artisti

affermavano: “le mie performance, il

mio vivere è un’opera d’arte in sé”.

Poi, negli anni ’50, il movimento

situazionista aveva espresso

un’elaborazione più complessa di

questo concetto dichiarando che la

vita quotidiana era un’opera d’arte. In

seguito, negli anni ’70, si sviluppò una

sorta di proto-arte relazionale,

attraverso gli happening, le

performance partecipative, attraverso

le esperienze di creatività collettiva.

All’alba del 2000, con la nascita della

Bio Art e della Biotech Art, è successo

che la vita è entrata nell’arte. Questo

movimento ha il significato togliere

l’arte dalla sua torre d’avorio e di

immergerla invece nella vita

relazionale e sociale dell’essere

umano quale modalità di vita.

La creatività di solito noi la releghiamo

a certi campi, come quello

dell’estetica o dell’invenzione ma,

attraverso questi nuovi concetti, tutto

ciò che ha un senso simbolico nel

nostro interagire concreto con le

persone, è un’espressione artistica.

Ecco, questa è una teoria d’intreccio

tra arte e vita che ha un secolo di

storia. E oggi la Biotech Art ne realizza

un esempio particolare perché [...]

come nel caso delle opere di Eduardo

Kac, dalle ibridazioni nascono dei

soggetti, non degli oggetti.

Laura Capuozzo: Proprio Eduardo Kac,

che dell’arte transgenica ha redatto il

manifesto, sposta l’attenzione

dall’oggetto al soggetto artistico,

definendo il suo lavoro “dialogico” e,
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per questo, auspica che vi sia

un’integrazione sociale degli

organismi che lui crea…

Piero Gilardi: Esatto, sovente lui fa

l’esempio di Alba, il coniglietto verde

fluorescente. Negli Stati Uniti i conigli

non vengono mangiati come da noi in

Europa, sono animali da compagnia,

quindi considerati alla stessa stregua

dei cani o dei gatti. E Alba, in quanto

coniglio, ha una sua vita come

soggetto animale [...]. Quando invece

si parla di un robot si parla di un

oggetto, non di un soggetto,

totalmente prevedibile e controllabile.

Laura Capuozzo: La novità più

importante delle pratiche bioartistiche

rispetto alle ricerche che

sperimentavano la connessione tra

uomo e robot sta infatti proprio nella

connessione con degli esseri animali o

vegetali, ovvero con quella che

Roberto Marchesini definisce

teriosfera. Come si esprime il rapporto

dell’uomo, da un lato, con l’alterità

animale e, dall’altro, con la

tecnosfera?

Piero Gilardi: Roberto Marchesini ha

studiato a lungo l’animale e quella che

è l’interazione tra uomo e animale, per

poi affrontare il tema delle tecnologie.

La tecnosfera richiama per certi

aspetti ilmondo animale [...] e questo

perché nel mondo tecnologico e in

particolare, nelle reti informatiche, c’è

un’autonomia simil-vivente. Io faccio

sempre l’esempio di tutti i computer

che lavoranogiorno e notte,

ventiquattro ore su ventiquattro, nel

mondo: sono collegati tra loro,

elaborano e sono interconnessi con

degli esseri umani ma, hanno una loro

“vitalità”, cioè una capacità autonoma

di elaborazione dei dati numerici.

Questo li rende simili agli animali [...].

Allora, ritornando all’argomento di

partenza, la biotech art crea degli

esseri viventi, questi esseri hanno un

loro sviluppo autonomo, nascono in

quel laboratorio ma poi moriranno

nella natura. Anche Alba è nata in un

laboratorio biotech di Aix en Provence

e poi, dopo tre anni, è morta.

Laura Capuozzo: Il fatto che queste

forme d’arte abbiamo la durata di una

vita, quella della creatura, le rende

paragonabili ad alcune attività

performative degli anni ’70, quando

l’operazione artistica coincideva con il

tempo dell’intervento del performer,

per poi morire? [...]. Inoltre, spesso gli
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interventi di Biotech Art incontrano

difficoltà ad essere riconosciuti e

accettati come interventi artistici

invece che scientifici, anche quando

sono gli artisti a dichiarare

apertamente che il loro scopo non è il

progresso della conoscenza

scientifica.

Piero Gilardi: Gli artisti enucleano dei

significati artistici a dei fatti scientifici;

la scienza è capace di elaborare una

comprensione molto complessa dei

fenomeni della realtà fenomenica ma

non indaga né sul loro significato, né

sul significato che hanno per l’uomo e

per la vita della teriosfera. La chiave di

lettura che tu hai sottolineato adesso,

che è quella dell’arte performativa e

dell’arte partecipativa degli anni ’70 si

può spiegare con questa metafora: se

l’idea centrale antropologica è quella

dell’esperienza dell’arte che entra

nella vita quotidiana di tutti, allora le

performance, gli happening e tutti gli

eventi creativi di coinvolgimento, che

ci sono stati a partire dagli anni ’60,

creavano anche loro un soggetto, e

questo soggetto era in realtàuna

nuova formazione sociale.

Cioè, il pubblico coinvolto in un

happening, degli anni ’70, veniva a

costituire una comunità creativa

temporanea, che è di perséun nuovo

soggetto, di carattere sociale e non di

carattere individuale ma che ha tutte

le caratteristiche di un soggetto, cioè

ha la capacità di generare e di

evolvere. Invece, nei laboratori

biotech Eduardo Kac, Marta De

Menezes, il gruppo Symbiotica,

George Gessert, Brandon Ballengée,

creano un soggetto che è un individuo

animale o vegetale ibridato…

Laura Capuozzo: E quindi,

diversamente dalle esperienze che

presentavanola vita nella sua essenza

quotidiana, queste pratiche

espongono esistenze ricreate,

inesistenti prima dell’intervento

dell’artista ma che hanno, anch’esse,

la capacità di evolvere e generare [...].

Proprio il rischio della trasmissibilità

per via ereditaria dei caratteri somatici

degli organismi ibridati è uno degli

ostacoli più pressanti che la biotech

art deve affrontare. Alcuni artisti, tra

cui Marta De Menezes, condividono

con gli scienziati con cui collaborano il

principio di precauzione. Ma è sempre

un limite imposto, o auto-imposto,

quello di non dare origine alla

trasmissibilità delle mutazioni?

Piero Gilardi: No, ci sono state varie

esperienze in varie fasi temporali, a

partire dagli anni ’90 ad oggi [...]. Negli

anni ’90, in ambito medico, le

ibridazioni erano fatte in modo da non

essere trasmissibili, e questo per il

principio di precauzione. Poi, ad un

certo punto, la conoscenza del

genoma umano e dell’ecosistema

umano complessivo, è stata così

avanzata che, invece, ci si è fidati a

fare delle ibridazioni trasmissibili,
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perché si è visto che non potevano

influenzare negativamente.

Questo concetto, mantenuto

comunque dai medici non è

altrettanto sostenuto, invece, dalle

multinazionali dell’agricoltura che,

non appena giungono a produrre un

seme ibrido di nuovo tipo, lo

immettono subito sul mercato,

mentre invece bisognerebbe valutare

che impatto ha quel seme sulle altre

specie vegetali, ad esempio [...].

Laura Capuozzo: Un riferimento, in

ambito bio-artistico, è il progetto One
tree di Natalie Jeremijenko. Dopo

aver prodotti in laboratorio una serie

di alberi cloni di uno stesso arbusto,

ha previsto di piantarli in varie zone

della Bay Area di New York? Come

inquadrare questo tipo d’intervento e

quale relazione con le esperienze

biotech d’ibridazione tra specie

animali? Questa operazione può

essere considerata o no un’operazione

di biotech art?

Piero Gilardi: Sì, ci sono vari livelli, ci

sono degli interventi su organismi

complessi animali o interventi più

semplici, come quelli su organismi

vegetali. Il significato specifico, che

vuole esprimere la Jeremijenko, è che

è necessario riaprire la biodiversità.

L’azione dell’uomo sull’ambiente,

d’inquinamento con sostanze che

alterano la composizione dell’aria e

dell’acqua e anche lo sfruttamento

delle risorse, ad esempio la

deforestazione, è stata molto incisiva

sulla caduta della biodiversità

animale, in particolare degli insetti,

ma poi anche degli uccelli e dei piccoli

mammiferi.

Allora, l’azione antropica sul pianeta

ha ristretto la biodiversità la quale è il

presupposto dell’ibridazione, cioè

dell’incontro evolutivo tra due alterità,

di due esseri viventi, di due soggetti

che, dopo essersi ibridati, si

ristrutturano completamente. C’è uno

scambio che è strutturale e come

risultato porta la nascita di un essere

più complesso. Molti artisti sentono

questa esigenza di accrescere la

biodiversità, e si prefiggono l’obiettivo

di salvaguardare la natura, anche

adottando una posizione critica nei

confronti, ad esempio, delle

multinazionali [...].

Laura Capuozzo: Una posizione che

non di rado sfocia in vere e proprie

azioni di protesta e che testimonia

proprio quanto sia importante, per
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questi artisti, la connessione con

l’ecosistema animale e vegetale.

Potrebbe chiarirmi cosa si intende

oggi per biodiversità compensativa?

Piero Gilardi: E’ la risposta alla

mutagenesi in atto a causa

dell’inquinamento e del disastro

ambientale causato dall’uomo. Quindi,

“compensativo” ha il significato di

andare a cercare quegli elementi che

possono ristabilire un equilibrio con gli

ambienti, quegli elementi che

possono aiutareadadattarci ad un

ambiente degradato in maniera

irreversibile. Non possiamo illuderci di

poter tornare a una situazione ante

periodo industrialista, perché ormai il

pianeta è troppo compromesso e,

quindi, una strategia antropica deve

esseredoppia, da un lato bisogna

ricercare il più possibile l’equilibrio

ma, dall’altro, fare prevenzione e

cercare di adattarsi a queste situazioni

ormai irreversibili.

Ad esempio, alcuni aspetti di questa

ricerca sono gli esperimenti per vivere

in fondo al mare, altre esperienze

sono quelle per permetterci di vivere

all’Artico. Gli scienziati partecipano a

queste indagini, ma vi partecipano per

darvi senso e, invece, gli artisti

accompagnano queste avventure e ne

fanno emergere il significato

profondo: l’uomo è impegnato e

dovrà sempre di più combattere le

cause dell’inquinamento, ma dovrà

anche rassegnarsi a vivere in ambienti

estremi. Dell’inquinamento

ambientale ci sono degli aspetti che

sono irreversibili…

Laura Capuozzo: Queste indagini

rappresentano un esempio di come la

creatività artistica abbia molto in

comune con la creatività scientifica;

nel senso che l’arte vuole uscire

dall’oggetto e da se stessa per

contribuire alla tutela dell’ambiente.

La scienza, a sua volta, potrebbe

trovare degli spunti interessanti dalla

mente creativa di un artista? [...]

Piero Gilardi: Sì, ricordo benissimo

uno scienziato a Parigi, che diceva

questo: “Auando noi studiamo un

fenomeno alla fine, grazie

all’informatica, riusciamo a formulare

più modelli per spiegare lo stesso

fenomeno. Allora, là ci soccorre

l’artisticità e, cioè, viene scelto il più

bello in senso artistico, che ha

un’anima, contiene un messaggio ed

esprime un significato nuovo”[...]. Hai

citato prima la distinzione tra un
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elaborato artistico vivente e un

elaborato rappresentativo.

Questa distinzione viene molto usata

nel campo della bioarte, perché ci

sono molti artisti che, rispetto alla

natura, fannouna sorta di

“spettacolino” descrittivo, invece altri

mettono davvero in atto dei processi

naturali, in genere nella forma delle

ibridazioni, ma non solo. Allora, nel

momento in cui l’arte è l’arte,

concepita veramente come fatto

antropologico di fondo, abbandona la

separatezza della comunicazione

estetica ed entra nella vita, si prende

la responsabilità della vita [...].

Laura Capuozzo: La maggioranza dei

bioartisti dichiarano, infatti, che è non

solo necessario, ma inevitabile,

interrogarsi eticamentesul proprio

lavoro e assumerne pienamente la

responsabilità.

Piero Gilardi: L’artista partecipa a

quelle che sono le sfide della vita

sociale dell’uomo. La responsabilità di

condividere i tentativi dell’uomo, di

evolvere e superare questa crisi, sul

piano della geopolitica, della

globalizzazione ecc… Ma c’è ancora un

significato che salta fuori: la cultura

umana fino ad ora è stata auto-

referenziale, questa immersione nel

vivente che noi oggi facciamo,

determinate operazioni

compensative, diversità biotech,

determinano una grossa

partecipazione alla vita della biosfera

e non più la preoccupazione

dell’uomo di sopravvivere al meglio

nella natura.

Da questo punto di vista, la cultura

umana, la filosofia, il pensiero, l’arte

dell’uomo, fino ad adesso sono state

auto- referenziali. Il resto del vivente,

la natura, gli animali sono sempre stati

visti come accessori, da impiegare con

criteri usa e getta. Solo adesso ci

preoccupiamo. Allora, è per questo

che l’arte entra nella vita, perché l’arte

lavora ad un livello molto profondo e,

quindi, al livello di questo impulso

vitale dell’uomo di uscire dalla crisi

che lui stesso ha causato, trovando un

rapporto trasparente e continuo con

l’insieme del vivente…

Laura Capuozzo: A proposito del

rapporto tra natura e techne, emerge

una riflessione rispetto alle modalità

con cui l’uomo e la sua cultura, nel

passato, ha usato la tecnica per

forgiare la natura e, quindi, ha
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utilizzato i suoi artefatti per

sottomettere il vivente. Oggi, con

l’utilizzo delle biotecnologie, può

l’uomo andare in senso contrario? Alla

luce, in pratica, di questa sua nuova

responsabilità e passione nei confronti

della tutela della biosfera, potrebbe

utilizzare la tecnica in maniera diversa,

per favorire la natura e non per

assoggettarla?

Piero Gilardi: La tecnica, di per sé, non

è né negativa, né positiva. Se si

guarda al mondo del vivente, tutte le

specie animali hanno delle strategie

astutissime per sopravvivere ed

evolvere. Anche noi esseri umani

abbiamo delle tecniche sofisticate di

sopravvivenza e di co-evoluzione.

L’uomo può quindiutilizzare la tecnica,

sulla base di questa nuova coscienza

ologenica.

http://www.parcoartevivente.it/
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Collect The Wwworld. The Artist As Archivist In
The Internet Age

Loretta Borrelli

How does contemporary art fail to

provide unusual perspectives on the

everyday characterized by an

exponential growth in the production

of any kind of images and videos?

What is the boundary between a

digital reality consisting of archives of

huge size and daily life? What

aesthetics is interesting to talk about

in these digital native years? These are

just some of the questions to which

an answer was attempted in the

exhibition Collect the WWWorld. The

Artist as Archivist in the Internet Age,

curated by Domenico Quaranta.

The event, organized in Brescia for the

LINK Center for the Arts of the

Information Age, was accompanied

by a full calendar of special events

throughout its duration from last 24th

September to 15th October.

In the statement of intent of the show

one can read: “Collect the WWWorld

wants to show how the Internet

generation is giving new impetus to

an artistic practice opened in the 60s

by conceptual art, and developed in

subsequent decades in the form of

appropriation and postproduction : a

practice that sees the artist explore,

collect, store, manipulate and reuse

large amounts of visual material

drawn from popular culture and the

world of communication. “

Nevertheless, this was only a premise

to an idea that was born from two key

insights. On the one hand there is the

awareness of the role assumed in our

lives by the more or less conscious

storage or simply the accumulation of
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enormous amount of data on our

computers. Within the digital fruition,

archiving is not only conditioned in

the spasmodic collection, but also in

the nature of what it collects.

A counterbalance to this is the

unstoppable trend to outsource one’s

own memory, that is, to entrust to

external databases our memories and

our most ephemeral thoughts. This

may constitute a danger not only in

regards to issues concerning privacy,

as someone might assume, but also

because the architecture of these files

is not neutral and allows us to recover

our data and those of others through ”

icy grid structures that trap our

memories.” The only individuals who

still offer resistance to the

standardization of our memories are

the so-called professional surfers,

users who redistribute and reorganize

the contents of the network

according to their own inclinations

and personal tastes.

In this context, the figure of the

artist-as-archivist-and-collector takes

on a new significance. In the history of

art there are examples of this kind

from Merzbau’s Kurt Schwitters to the

Joseph Cornell‘s collections, but the

different works in this exhibition have

to deal with the massive spread of

remix and re-appropriation, all

practices widely available to the

fingertips of any teenager. Even the

curator writes: “The artists in this

exhibition live in the present [...];in the

dawn of an age that is completely

reshaping the relationship between

avant-garde and mass culture,

professional and amateur”.

These 26 artists from around the

world, or, as Josephine Bosma defines

them, “profateur” that is, professionals

and amateur profiteers, learnt a living

on the streets of the network and

appropriated practices that are now

an integral part of their work. The

images and videos online, catalogues

and classified by different search

engines, orphaned and pulled away

from their contexts, become the

palete with which the authors realize

their works, recontextualizing them

and creating different meanings.

This is what does Jon Rafman, by

collecting images during his long

journeys through the streets of
Google Street View. This artist

liberates the images from the

automated process that made them

part of an instrument, collecting and
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offering them as key moments, as

unique experiences. On the contrary,

Hans-Peter Feldmann proposes a

presentation grid similar to the one

offered by Google Images Search, in

order to present the collected images

on the Beautiful Agony site dedicated

to the beauty of human orgasm.

However, what’s most interesting is

not only the recontextualization but

also the desire to not let the storage

process go unnoticed. In doing so

Evan Roth shows data stored by the

browser during his own navigation

session with Personal Internet Cache
Archive, while Aleksandra Domanovic

reconstructs the film Annie Hall in
Anhedonia, byusing images of Getty

Images and the criteria with which

they are listed.

This is only a small part of the

exhibition. I agree with Oliver Larch‘s

statement in the catalog: “I like the

interpretations and mediated

experience: books about books,

exhibition catalogs, interpretations of

films. I’ve never seen some of my

favorite artworks and my movies: they

have only been described to me “

For this reason I would suggest any

reader to experience this meta-

experience by visiting the different

materials online, from the catalog to

the video of Jodi‘s performance, the

opening event of the exhibition on the

sitehttp://www.linkartcenter.eu/.

However, I hope that this constitutes

just a pre-experience for those who

will have the good luck to see it live in

other parts of Europe in the next

months.
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Resource For Transmedial Culture. A New
Project Of Transmediale

Daniela Silvestrin

One of the most important and

interesting dates during the year for

those who are interested in art and

digital

culture is definitely the transmediale

festival in Berlin, taking place annually

in early February.

With the upcoming edition in 2012,

the festival will celebrate its 25th

anniversary by introducing not only

the new Artistic Director, Kristoffer

Gansing, but also a new project called

reSource for transmedial culture,

developed and curated by Tatiana

Bazzichelli. The theme of

transmediale 2012 will be

“in/compatible”, which in various

ways will lead the visitors back in time

to the very beginnings of the festival

and towards the future of our digital

age.

According to the online dictionary of

the Encyclopedia Britannica, the state

of incompatibility manifests when

things are “incapable of association or

harmonious coexistence” or

“unsuitable for use together because

of undesirable chemical or

physiological effects”.Every day we

are confronted and dealing with

incompatibilities on a more or less

personal level.

Starting from the time we have to get

up in the morning as opposed to the

time we would wake up without a

clock, to the salary we think we

should earn for doing our job as

opposed to the salary we actually do

earn, up to the technologies we feel

familiar with and know how to use as

opposed to the accelerated changes,

improvements and developments that

we have to adapt to in order to keep

pace with and benefit from

technological progress. The list of

examples is endless and ranging from

very personal and intimate

incompatibilities to those concerning

society, economy and politics in

general.

On the other hand, incompatibility on
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sociological, economical, technical,

cultural, and aesthetic levels has been

a driving force of cultural production

over the last 150 years. Artists,

scientists, researchers, curators, and

critics have been instigated by and

have contributed to emerging

discussions about the

incompatibilities humans have been

dealing with on many different levels

over the years.

in/compatible – transmediale 2012

The theme of the upcoming

transmediale festival in Berlin,

“in/compatible” (January 31 –

February 5, 2012), reflects and

investigates these two sides of the

coin, both the destructive and the

productive side of incompatibility as a

condition and starting point of

cultural production, by posing the

question: How do artists deal with the

fact that in a world where everything

seems to be connected, things

continue not to work together?

The different programme-strands of

the annual festival will be looking at

the consequences and results of the

ever more accelerated speed and

plurality of technological

development, analysing the different

directions it is moving towards, and

unveiling some of the most

interesting, scary, funny and unknown

dysfunctions caused by in/compatible

technologies:

In the exhibition “Dark Drives: Uneasy

Energies in Technological Times”,

curator Jacob Lillemose will show a

variety of works from artists like

01.org, UBERMORGEN.COM, Ant Farm

and Chris Cunningham, that recall our

fears, anxieties, and the uneasy

relationship we have at times

regarding technology.

Furthermore, the performance

programme “The Ghost in the

Machine”, curated by Sandra

Naumann, somehow refers to a

darker, sometimes scary side of the

digital age – the analogue as the

haunting ghost, whereas the video

programme, curated by Marcel

Schwierin, will combine

in/compatible sub-themes and

ambiguous pairs such as people and

products or past and present. In

addition, a two day symposium with

various panels, keynotes and artistic

interventions will conceptualize

in/compatibility by dividing it into

three sub-themes – in/compatible
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systems, publics, and aesthetics – to

discuss social, political and cultural

connotations of in/compatibility.

Starting in 1988 as VideoFilmFest, a

counter-festival to the Berlinale,

Berlin’s official film festival,

transmediale has since grown to

become one of Europe’s most well-

known and important annual events in

the field of digital art and culture.

Every year the festival presents and

supports the advancement of artistic

practice reflecting on the socio-

cultural, political and creative impact

of new technologies, network

practices and digital innovation by

presenting a vast range of artistic

programmes that give shape to 5 days

of festival, which this year will take

place at Berlin’s Haus der Kulturen der

Welt.

To round up the cultural programme

experienced at the festival,

transmediale has established a

partnership with CTM – Festival for

Adventurous Music and Related Arts

(taking place over the same period of

time in different venues throughout

Berlin), which is dedicated to

contemporary electronic, digital and

experimental music and sound art,

including a vast range of artistic

activities and social practices that

develop within and connect to those

audio cultures.

The upcoming transmediale festival

will be a special edition. Not only is

transmediale 2012 celebrating its 25th

anniversary, but also a first birthday:

the first edition directed and

programmed by Artistic Director

Kristoffer Gansing, and the first

edition with the new project reSource

for transmedial culture, developed

and curated by Tatiana Bazzichelli,

transmediale’s newest team member

since September 2011. In February she

will present five days of programme

and thus create an additional festival

strand to those established in the

past.
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reSource for transmedial culture is an

initiative of transmediale to create a

new framework for transmediale

related projects that happen over the

course of the year, trying to adopt an

experimental approach (artistic,

activist and hacker), involving local

and translocal communities. The

recently disseminated Statement of

Interest (see

http://www.transmediale.de/node/2

0232) explains reSource’s aim to

develop a platform for knowledge

exchange and research across the arts

and sciences in order to expand

transmediale’s activity by organising

and hosting various exhibitions,

workshops and conferences, hence to

act as a link between the cultural

production of art festivals and

collaborative networks in the field of

art and technology, hacktivism and

politics.

The formal launch of reSource for

transmedial culture will take place at

the festival in February, together with

some of the partnerships that have

been and will be established

throughout 2012, but informally the

project was already baptised in

November 2011:

in/compatible research – PhD

Workshop&Conference

Three days of intense workshops and

conferences with an international

group of PhD-students, artists,

researchers and lectures took place at

the Universitat der Kunste in Berlin on

November 16 – 18. The event was

organised by the Digital Aesthetics

Research Centre/Centre for Digital

Urban Living at Aarhus University in

Denmark in collaboration with

reSource/transmediale – one of the

first partnerships of reSource with the

aim to foster new forms of

collaborative peer-review and

knowledge dissemination – and was

hosted by the Vilém Flusser Archive,

Universitat der Kunste Berlin.

Entitled“in/compatible research”, the

thematic focus of the workshop and

conference was to introduce the

theme of the upcoming transmediale

festival through a research-based

exploration, dividing it into three sub-

categories: in/compatible interfaces,

in/compatible methods, and

in/compatible markets, in order to

focus on the unresolved tensions in-

between different technologies, their

cultures of production and use, as

well as the tensions between different

approaches to contemporary media

culture.
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The participants to the workshop, 18

PhD-students from different

countries, research backgrounds and

disciplines, had been chosen through

a call for papers which in some way

seeks to explore the compatibility and

incompatibility of objects, processes

and systems. Before meeting in

November and presenting the

different research-papers, the

students posted abstracts of their

papers on a blog and began

discussing topics belonging to the

same thematic sub-category. The

outcome of this process, the

workshop and following discussions

will be published in a thematic

publication of transmediale and will

be presented as part of the reSource

programme at the 2012 festival.

During the three days of presentations

and discussions of the papers (that in

the evenings were followed by panels

and keynotes with lecturers, artists

and theorists including Geoff Cox,

Jussi Parikka, Cornelia Sollfrank and

Siegfried Zielinski), the participants

presented and reflected on a wide

range of theories, aspects and issues

concerning in/compatibility of

interfaces, methods and markets, also

analysing their interrelation.

The questions that they were dealing

with covered a wide range of topics.

Starting with reflections on how

socio-technical systems distribute

sense perception and relations of

power and control as part of the

subcategory in/compatible interfaces.

Papers regarding in/compatible

methods then addressed the role of

emergent practice and artistic

research methods for understanding

and addressing knowledge

production and how research

methods across the arts and science

traditions can be rethought. Finally, as

a reflection on in/compatible

markets, the PhD students presented

papers that discussed alternative

economies and business models that

emerge in an era of a collapsing

distinction between production and

consumption.

Here are some examples of the

contents and contributions of the

papers. Starting the programme and

the following discussions by analysing

in/compatible interfaces, Gabriel

Menotti, an independent

critic/curator engaged with different

forms of cinema. Currently a PhD

candidate in Media &

Communications at Goldsmiths
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College and PUC-SP, he reflected on

the incompatibility of the material

aspects of audiovisual media and their

visual representation. If we are

allowed to ask if computers can

produce images as sharp as film, why

can’t we ask cinema to be as

interactive as an Internet browser?

In a performative talk Baruch Gottlieb,

a Canadian artist and researcher living

in Berlin, introduced technoethical

aspects by addressing the

incompatibility between faith in

science and a scientific Utopia, and

the unfairness and unjustness it

causes regarding human conditions in

the production process. He underlined

the outcome of incompatibility

between new technologies and

ecology, ending his talk by warning

not to trivialise or suppress the extent

of collateral damage technological

progress is bringing along, especially

if looking at certain African countries.

As part of the sub-theme

in/compatible methods, Morten Riis,

a Danish sound artist and currently

joint PhD scholar of Information and

Media Studies at The University of

Aarhus and The Royal Academy of

Music, presented his work Steam
Machine Music (2010), a mechanical

musical instrument driven by a steam

engine, as starting point of his

practise-based research. In his

presentation he addressed the

incompatibility between the use of

technology and modern life, making

critical comment on the rigidity of

modern society, at the same time

underlining the importance of

incompatibility as stimulus for cultural

production, intellectual discourse and

theoretical and practice-based

research.

Finally, as an example of the analysis

of in/compatible markets, Nina

Wenhart, a Media Art historian and

independent researcher and currently

PhD candidate at the Interface

Cultures Lab at the Art University Linz

in Austria, presented her research in

which she explores experimental and

speculative approaches to archiving

and preserving Media Art, dealing

with the incompatibilities between

traditional forms and methods of

archiving and the special demands

and new taxonomies of New Media

Art.

After the presentations of all papers –

which in addition to those already

mentioned thematically addressed
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additional topics like the history of

computer graphics, noise, queer

technologies, or financial markets –

the participants gathered in a plenary

session (open to the public) in order to

reflect together on the in/compatible

research practices and to discuss the

form of presentation of this workshop

as part of the festival in February.

This inaugurating event of reSource

definitely captured the spirit of its

future events and collaborations:

bringing together interdisciplinarity,

practise-based research, artistic

approaches, local and trans-local

point of views, and topics ranging

from technological problems, to the

need of new taxonomical

classifications, to political issues and

philosophical analysis of our life in a

technological and digital era.

A whole day of the reSource-

programme during the festival will be

dedicated to this PhD

Workshop&Conference and its

outcomes; the extended thematic

publication will then be presented and

available during the festival in

February. In the meantime, the blog

containing all research papers, the

programme of the workshop and the

names of all the participants can be

found at

http://darc.imv.au.dk/incompatible/
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Urban Escapism – Part 2. Sound Lens,
Rhabdomancy By Toshio Iwai

Mauro Arrighi

As we had seen in the first part of this

essay, published on the last month

issue – Digimag 69, the work of Toshio

Iwai lies beneath two major

worldviews: holism and reductionism;

Allison on this regard writes: “Whereas

other scholars such as Max Weber

argued that modernity brought

rationalization, Benjamin thought that

under the surface of rationality the

urban-industrial world had become

reenchanted on an unconscious level”

(Allison 2006: 28). [1] (Allison 2006 :

28).

Roberto Milazzi sunveils qualities

pertinent to nomadism through

Guènon: accordingly to the corpus of

studies of Renet Guènon, for settled

cultures, persuasion is actuated

through images – might be in the

form of paintings as well as sculptures

and the architecture – while for

nomads the message is conveyed by

voice. The theophanies among

Jewish, nomads par excellence, have

prevalently the following character:

“God spoke” and “God made His voice

aloud”. Well to remember that:

prophet is who speaks through the

voice of God (Milazzi 2008: 10). [2]

In my opinion Sound-Lens can be

used as Litmus paper, where, rather

than test the acidity or basicity of a

solution, it is possible to investigate

characteristics pertinent to

Modernism and to Postmodernism. As

Allison writes: “Nomadicism – what

characterizes the postmodern world

more than anything, according to

Deleuze – is the trope of everyday life

in Tokyo” (Allison 2006: 67).  [3]

Concerning tribalism and the way Iwai

makes experience his events, the

main point of reference is to

contemporary rhabdomancy, where

the shaman Iwai explores the

cityscape not in search of water but of

another fluid: electricity in the form of

light. One could compare electricity to

a contemporary version of water. It

might be premature to define Iwai’s

journey as the one of a nomad
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shaman in search of a good path. In

the following pages I will address this

issue fully.

As Aaron Betsky puts it in the essay

entitled Plasticity in a World of Flow:

“Today, designers continue to be

inspired by the notion that solids can

melt into liquids, and that the body

can be one such form. They create

objects that fit into our hands and

against every curve of our body, so

that we can glide more comfortably

through urban sprawl or surf the

Internet without strain.” (Betsky 1997:

152). [4] The relationship with the

reality of city dwellers in

contemporary urban environments,

maybe surprisingly, shows

characteristic aspects typical of

ancient ancestors. Iwai is one of the

authors who best interpret the

contemporary form of urban

nomadism: in fact, Sound-Lens looks

like a tool for rhabdomancy.

As Richard Schechner points out: “My

thesis is that much play behavior is

adapted from hunting, that hunting is

a kind of playing. This kind of playing

is strategic, future-and-cris-

s-oriented, violent and/or combative;

it has winners and losers, leaders and

followers; it employs costumes and

or/or disguises (often as animals); it

has a beginning, middle, and end; and

its underlying themes are fertility,

prowess, and animism/totemism”[5]

(Schechner 2003: 108).

Rhabdomancy belongs to the arts of

divination: it is a practice enacted in

order to achieve knowledge. The

Future and, broadly, what it is not

known yet are the target of such

practice. This practice infers the

principle of causality, it is not beyond

the control of consciousness: today

we might say that this was a practice

that followed a scientific method, yet

devoid of technology with which to

attain results. Therefore, the unknown

was probed consciously, but the lack

of proper tools undermined the

efficacy of the method.

Such latency opened the way to

religions, which afterwards have been

superseded by science, as Marcel

Mauss and Mircea Eliade convey.

Mauss and Eliade pointed out in their

research that it is typical of a magic

belief to ascribe to objects some

special powers. Among other

theories, the paradigm of “the three

laws of sympathy” as described by

Marcel Mauss in Sociologie et
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anthropologie and in A General Theory
of Magic is the most effective aid in

exploring the contemporary Japanese

art scene.

I am not alone in positioning the

theories of Mauss in a high-tech

contemporary setting. Eugene

Thacker in his essay argues that: “If

magic is both immanent (social) and

instrumental (technological), then

black magic is an instrumental use of

the immanent qualities of magic. […] if

we keep in mind our notion of black

magic (aided by Mauss’ theory), then

it is hard to deny certain analogies in

the biotech industry” (Thacker 2003:

140). [6]

Even if masked as artistic experiences

aided by recent high-tech tools,

ancient rituals tend to circulate solely

in the contemporary urban

environment. The practitioners might

be not aware of what they are

enacting as Allison puts: “This

intermixture of the old (spirituality)

with the new (digital/virtual media) in

Japan exemplifies what I have earlier

dubbed techno-animism: animating

contemporary technology and

commodities with spirits and

recuperating cultural traditions with

New Age practices” [7] (Allison 2006 :

21).

Sound-Lens opens the door to a very

personal experience: a journey into

perception. This private state – I

advance the definition of autistic

condition – can be turned into a

spectacle for an audience when

hooked to a mixer/PA system and

video projected. As a matter of fact a

mental condition in which fantasy

dominates over reality, a state which

can be termed childnessess, and

hearing what others cannot: are

symptoms of schizophrenia and other

disorders. My assumption might look

hard-core: what it is nowadays

termed as new-media art shall be

probed not only through aesthetic

theories, but also by the aid of

neurophysiology and psychiatry

Sound-Lens can be turned into an

happening, or action, when

performed by a group equipped with

Sound-Lenses. On the definition of

happening, action and performance in

art I shall refer to Rudolf Frieling in his

No Rehearsal – aspects of Media Art
as Process.

(

http://www.medienkunstnetz.de/sou

rce-text/44/)
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The boundaries between happening,

action art and performance are fluid,

but a rough distinction may be drawn

quite easily. A happening involves a

set of instructions, a location and an

open dramatic concept (sometimes

with a script or ‘musical’ score), but

the participants are free – at least in

theory – to decide how far they wish

to involve themselves in the events.

Actions, by contrast, are based on an

idea that is enacted by one or several

performers, but the sequence of

events is essentially open, since the

action takes place in a public space

where unplanned encounters with the

everyday world are inevitable.

At the end of the 1960s the talk was of

‘anti-art’ or ‘non-art’. Performance art

approximates most closely to the

traditional mise-en-scène, requiring a

clear demarcation between actors

and audience. Here, the events may

be meticulously planned or relatively

spontaneous: the significant point is

that they always revolve around the

individual personalities of the

performers.[8] (Frieling 2003: 163)

If a ritual is a set of actions, performed

mainly for their symbolic value; if it is

a set of actions that are prescribed by

a religion or by the traditions of a

community, which might overlap; if

the term ritual usually excludes

actions that are arbitrarily chosen by

the performers, it follows that the

performance enacted by Iwai and his

followers is not a ritual. Yet, Sound-
Lens adopts Kyriakidis’ interpretation

of the ritual. Kyriakidis writes that a

ritual can be described as a “set of

actions” that seems irrational, non-

contiguous, or illogical to an outsider,

while for the insiders – the

practitioners/participants – it has its

own internal meaning (Kyriakidis

2007). By definition then Sound-Lens
can be grouped in the ritual actions

because it involves special gestures,

processions, and manipulation of

certain objects.

In terms of their shape and usage, the

tools that Toshio Iwai uses during the

performance resemble some sacred

objects used in Shinto rituals:
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torimono. Shigeru describes torimono
as: “a prop which is held in the hand of

the dancer in sacred dance rituals

such as kagura. It can also refer to the

thing the dancer holds when

performing a dance to purify the

implements to be used in a sacred

ritual or dance” (Shigeru 2007). [10]

By holding the torimono while

dancing, the dancer can enact the

divine power. It is thought that the

spirit is actually present inside the

torimono during the dance and can

take possession of the dancer, who

then attains the kamigakari, a state of

possession. In the dance named

ninjōmai, which is part of the songs

hayakarakami and sonokoma, the ninjō
[the lead dancer] holds in his hand a

fuji [circle of wicker wrapped in white

cloth against a branch of sakaki] ,

believed to possess magical power. In

the Aichi Prefecture, during the

hana-matsuri, the mikagura and

yudate kagura are performed, where

floral headgear and the cloak are held

in the hands of the dancers and

purified while dancing.

Also in Nō it is not uncommon to find

characters who dance brandishing

objects embodying symbolic and

otherworldly properties. It is worth

noting that before becoming

theatrical props, all these objects have

had the role of torimono, which

similarly happens in Kabuki dance and

in other types of traditional Japanese

dance. The use of objects, which the

dancers carry in their hands, is crucial

in the ritual/dance. Deities are told to

move from their dwelling into the

torimono during the rituals. Sound-
Lens might be compared to a

contemporary torimono.

Sound-Lens mimics an extroversion of

the organ of sight: you put a third eye

on your hand and you wander around

with it. It also recalls the third eye of

Hindu and Buddhist tradition but in

this case, almost ironically, it is not

related to a higher state of conscience

– a form of Enlightenment in spiritual

terms – nor to the Enlightenment –

the European intellectual movement

of the late 18th and 19th centuries -,

but to the city illumination.

Sound-Lens is also an ear: the

collapsing of eye, ear and hand; the

merging of the sense of sight, hearing

and touch. As I previously stated,

Sound-Lens resembles the tool of a

Shaman; speaking out of allegory: Iwai

wanders with his followers in Shibuya
during the night – as it is customary

during magical practices – in search of

a path, they are guided by spirits

disguised as lights of the

contemporary cityscape.
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Sound-Lens is spiritual in a way that

resembles theosophy in Bauhaus. As

Francalanci says: “In the end, all our

reasoning revolves around a crucial

point: ‘the known” and ‘the unknown”

issue. It is about the limit that would

separate the two that all the

intellectual research has been

developed. A subject, which went

through the entire history of literature

and art, since its Homeric birth. How

and for whom ‘the unknown” could

turn into ‘the known”?” [11]

(Francalanci 1988)

Furthermore, Francalanci points out,

concerning how the European avant-

gardes have developed their systems

of thought, that Rudolf Steiner

influenced even the rationalistic

school of thought and temple of

project/planning such as the Bauhaus

(Francalanci 1988) [12].

Anthroposophy, the new spiritual

movement founded by Steiner that

started as an esoteric philosophy

growing out of European

transcendentalist root, with links to

the more eastern-influenced

theosophy, influenced Kandinsky,

Itten, and Schlemmer to the extent

that Rykwert defined this movement

as the “dark side” of the Bauhaus

(Rykwert 1982: 49). [13]

It has to be taken into account that

Germany’s Staatliche Bauhaus ideal of

a fusion between art and technology

represented a firm reference for the

Japanese avant-gardes post-WWII as

for the Experimental Workshop,

Kitadai, Yamaguchy Katsuhiro, and

Kiyoji Ōtsuji, as Merewether points out

(Merewether and Iezumi Hiro 2007: 4).

[14]

László Moholy-Nagy is perhaps the

preeminent reference for Toshio Iwai

with his space-light Modulator. In fact

Moholy-Nagy, who became the

instructor of the foundation course at

the Bauhaus on 1923, wrote in his

book Theatre, Circus, Variety on 1924:

“It is time to produce a kind of stage

activity which will no longer permit

the masses to be silent spectators,

which will not only excite them

inwardly but will let them hold and

participate – actually allow them to

fuse with the action on the stage at

the peak of cathartic

ecstasy”(Moholy-Nagy 2002: 25). [15]
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Sound-Lens is also a site-specific

work. In Art in Theory (Harrison and

Wood 2005: 1027), site-specific works

are described as being emblems of

transience. In a sense, it is to

represent the ephemerality of all

phenomena, a memento mori of the

present time – yet past. Site-specific

works express the concept (I could as

well say the status) of impermanence

also expressed in Art in Theory, which

could be put in relation to Walter

Benjamin‘s theory: “An appreciation of

the transience of things, and the

concern to rescue them for eternity, is

one of the strongest impulses in

allegory.” (Harrison and Wood 2005:

1027) [16]

The definition of ruin in Walter

Benjamin as allegorical emblem par

excellence (Harrison and Wood 2005:

1016) [17] does not fit the Shibuya’s

topography and its facades covered

with modern glittering

advertisements. In Japan the word

impermanence has a specific meaning

as part of the principles of Zen

Buddhism. One of the sanbōin [the

three marks of existence] is mujō
[impermanence], in Buddhism known

to be one of the essential doctrines;

the term expresses the Buddhist

notion that existence is in a constant

state of flux, Wabi-sabi it is a

Weltanschauung derived from mujō
founded on the acceptance of

transience. Sound-Lens does not

relate to the visual and haptic

characteristics of the wabi-sabi

aesthetic in a traditional sense but it

consists of the appreciation of the

ingenuous integrity of artificial objects

in the process of exploring the

cityscape.

Sound-Lens is similar to other mobile

and locative sound wearable audio

devices such as The Personal
Instrument by Krzysztof Wodiczko

dated 1969. Wodiczko took inspiration

from the Russian constructivist poet

and artist Vladimir Mayakovsky who

wrote: “the streets our brushes, the

squares our palettes” (Bolton 1992:

86). [18]The wearer was perceptually

confined by the system. The

information received was separated

and the audio could be mixed in a

self-feeding loop: it was impossible to

actively communicate. Wodiczko

created The Personal Instrument
because he was living under

authoritarian restrictions; he felt

under risk under the Polish

government: the artwork is a personal

political statement.
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As MacQueen put it, by emphasizing

selective listening Wodiczko

represented the “Dissent of a system

that fostered only one-directional

critical thinking – listening over

speech.” (MacQueen 1997: 88).[19]

Iwai’s tool resembles aesthetically and

technologically Wodiczko’s; Iwai was

not living under an authoritarian

regime while building Sound-Lens, in

Japan speech was not censored:
Sound-Lens works on the surface…

Sound-Lens resembles another

sound-art experiment: Electric walks

by Christina Kubisch dated 2003. In

fact, the start of the research dates

years earlier: the work Magnetic
Forest has been shown in Kyoto in

1991. In Electrical Walks the

electromagnetic fields translated into

sound waves are not to be found in

nature, but are to be found in the

contemporary cityscape. Electrical
Walks is an invitation to a very special

kind of stroll in cities (or elsewhere).

With a special magnetic headphone

and a map of the environs, upon

which the possible routes and

especially interesting electrical fields

are marked, the visitor can set off on

his own or in a group. The perception

of everyday reality changes when one

listens to the electrical fields; what is

accustomed appears in a different

context. Nothing looks the way it

sounds. And nothing sounds the way

it looks (Kubish). [20]

“Back to Harajuku at sundown I join

the group”. “Hey, try listening to this!”,

says the guru, pointing to some small

flashing buttons on the vending

machine. I put on the headphones and

point my Sound Lens toward them.

“Beeeweeepupubuuuu”! It’s a

humorous, unexpectedly harmonious

sound. Usually I don’t like vending

machines. They look ugly. They’re

plonked down thoughtlessly in the

landscape, their design as tasteless as

their drinks. But now this machine is

singing! I try other illuminations. Each

bright light on the Meiji Dori has a

different sound personality.

After the tour, I walk down the streets

without the Sound Lens, imagining

what sort of music the world around

me is making. The idea transports me

into my own little sci-fi world. Now

that I’ve realized that we can listen to

lights, I imagine the smell of colors,

the taste of music. Equipped with my

new sensibility, perhaps someday I’ll

even be able to draw a picture of the

future (Yuasa and D’Heilly 2002). [21]
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No Puns Intended. A Conversation With Filippo
Minelli

Silvia Scaravaggi

After an interesting fall chat with

Filippo Minelli, an artist native of

Brescia, class of 1983, I have

intentionally decided not to propose a

study based on the content of his

work, a work connected to the

society, time and history of the people

and places encountered. Minelli’s

artistic research mostly requires the

beholder’s acceptance of her own

role, that is, - even in contemplation -

to take a stance towards a specific

way to explore the world, its vision

and communication.

A first acquaintance of the works of

Filippo Minelli leads us – through the

images and visions that he is

proposing – to the common

denominator that brings them either

close together or far from each other,

though always making them interact

with each other: the watershed “word

/ silence“, is a mode of examination

chosen to explore and create, not to

attribute a meaning to existence.

Starting from the work Sound (2005),

where the word rises from the

combustion of some trunks in a wheat

field, we can visibly understand that

the photography restore the action,

which in turn produces the

verbalization. Reading the sound

within the image allows the

conceptual passage from the

transliteration of vision to the

meaningful whole, clear and sharp,

where word, meaning and

representation erupt.

This cleverness is the basis of Filippo
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Minelli‘s study, one that constantly

processes the visible and the audible,

adding evidence to the context of the

real, one that let all its obvious

presence and contextual absence

emerge.

Contradictions (various locations,

since 2007), as part of the “word,” is a

series in continuous evolution, where

the ample writing comes powerfully

into contact with the natural

landscape / urban area in which it is

located; for instance, the word

“second life” may be placed on a rusty

plate on the edge of a rural area near

Phnom Penh in Cambodia (2007). In

the series 
Lines

 (various locations in

Europe, since 2009) in the bed of

“silence”, is drawn a continuous line

that runs and stops and bifurcates in

infinite other lines, in a race between

nature and urbanization, on concrete

walls, industries, waves of galvanized

iron, snow. And on snow one can’t

hear.

Giventhis approach,I spokewith

FilippoMinelli about how new media

are located at the margins of his work,

although they constitute aspects on

which he constantly reflects to

congeal his research.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Filippo, let’s start

from the origin. You have studied new

media for the arts: what did you

achieve with this education?

Filippo Minelli: I graduated from the

Academy of Fine Arts of Brera in

2006, in the most sterile environment

I’ve ever seen after the Gobi Desert.

We shuffled between disorganization

and avant-garde, in those typical

Mediterranean rhythms, and I tried to

learn as much as I could from the

students ahead of me or from the few

teachers available. The field of my

studies has made me more sensitive

to the implications of the

dissemination of technology in

people’s everyday lives. I chose this

type of education to have new

experimental tools. I got confirmation

that the thing that interests me the

most is to create, no matter what I

find in any given circumstance.

Silvia Scaravaggi: What does the

binary “word/silence” mean in your

work? How do you express it? What is

the message you want to send?

Filippo Minelli: The combination

“word / silence” is a synthesis of the
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present day, of the era of

communication with its consequent

accumulation of data and the need to

take the distance from that life. I have

no intention to transmit any message,

the artist’s role has always been to

filter reality and present it for what it

is, using the means available. Writing,

building, photographing and filming

words and silence for me have the

same value as it was sculpting a scene

of war on a column during the Roman

age or painting in the Renaissance. A

subjective point of view exists, but it

is no longer the primary aim.

Silvia Scaravaggi: How is reality

exposed in the works of the section

Speech? How does it change?

Filippo Minelli: It’s a simple and bare

reality. Someone called it “disarming”.

I try to play with the balance between

the simplicity of reality and the

complexity of the nuances as

numerous as the experiences of my

work’s viewer. The same happens

both in real life and in the

documentation of actions. Reality

does not change its course, it’s always

the same, and to say the truth, it

doesn’t need us. It’s my eye that has

changed, my approach and my

personality, as it always happens

when you experience new things.

Before I concentrated on urban

aspects and communication because I

felt they were very present, now I’m

interested in many more things.

Geographically, my eye has shifted

from entire nations to border areas,

the specificities of places, ethnic

groups, traditions “not-ye-

-institutionalized”, and I think that my

attitude is visible also in the approach

that I use towards the media: I’m

curious to face the spaces between

photography and performance,

interventions that cross public life and

the virtual world, the search for

beauty or controversy, without

shutting myself into a specific

classification.

The cost reduction of technology on

the one hand, and, on the other hand,

the acquired ability to reproduce

almost every idea, thanks to new

technologies, are the perfect

combinations for those, who, like me,

are constantly distracted by what is

around them and look for an approach

that could be defined artisanal, based

on mastering the use of various media

not as the means to an end, but

simply as tools.
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Silvia Scaravaggi: Have you explored

IT and web language deeply in

CTRL+ALT+DELETE (2007), in

Contradictions, in Google world

(2008-2009). How do these works

speak to one another?

Filippo  Minelli:  They  are  works  that

take  on  a  tangible  level  all  those

things that in a collective thought are

specific  to  the  ether,  such  as  the

Internet,  or  things  that  are  seen as

intangible realities ruled by unknown

and  unpredictable  dynamics.  These

a r e  a l l  v e r y  d i f f e r e n t  k i n d  o f

interventions  in  terms  of  their

meaning  and  approach,  yet  are  all

representative of the same confused

h i s t o r i c a l  p e r i o d  o f  s o c i a l

e x p e r i m e n t a t i o n ,  b a s e d  o n

contradictions  and  not  on  fixed

points.

We  have  not  yet  come  to  consider

new technologies as a simple tool for

s p e e d i n g  u p  p r o c e s s e s  i n  a

methodical  way,  maybe  share

information  in  an  organized  manner

and without private interests behind

it. There is a religious approach with

lots  of  hope  about  improving  the

human  condition,  veneration  of  the

afterlife  (the  Internet  as  an  abstract

entity)  and  expectation  towards  the

future,  which  drive  away  reasoning

and blur objectively positive aspects,

that  could  be  achieved  in  terms  of

redistributed knowledge,  a first  step

to the redistribution of the rest.

Silvia Scaravaggi: What is it that you

don’t like about the present attitude

towards new media?

Filippo  Minelli:  New  media  are  one

more  set  of  tools  that  I  wanted  to

know and that I will continue to learn

to have more creating instruments at

my disposal. Mastering techniques is

very important, and knowing how to

create  interactive  environments

offers  very  wide  possibilities  of

expression.

However, I have no fetishistic interest

and  I  am  in  no  rush  to  make  new

media my favorite instrument. There

are  many  examples  of  technology

used  for  artistic  purposes,  often

interpreted as  mere playgrounds for

adults, and for this very reason they

are  adopted  just  for  the  l i t t le

knowledge  necessary  to  evaluate

them beyond their novelty. In art as in

life I am firmly confident that, when

you have nothing to say, it is better to

shut  up  rather  than  make  further

noise,  even though it  might seem a

fine thing to do.
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Silvia Scaravaggi:Your works passes

through the web, in the sense that

you enter the web to take note,

leaving evidence of what you do, and

thanks to the net, you can get ideas

for your research. How important is

the performative / realization aspect

as well as reproduction? Does this

occur by means of privileged channels

such as, for example, photography?

Filippo Minelli:I like to live and create

the conditions for my actions without

relying on institutional and exhibition

synergies, so if I were to divide it into

percentages  I  would  say  70%

performative  and  30%  reproduction.

Photography is a medium I  am very

fond of, because it is a form of direct

circulation but not as invasive as the

video,  and  it  is  the  best  tool  to

document most of my production. I’d

rather  have  a  reason  to  choose  a

medium  over  the  other,  and  until  I

don’t have the need to use something

complex, I  prefer using the simplest

means.

Silvia  Scaravaggi:  In  which  sense  is

video invasive? How did you use it?

Filippo Minelli:   video is time-based,

decided  by  those  who  f i lm  i t ,

sometimes  it  doesn’t  give  you  any

chance to assimilate its content and

sometimes it forces you to give it that

irritating  attention  often  given  to

children  who  throw  a  tantrum.  It

often has also audio. From this point

of view, photography is more gentle,

it doesn’t expect more than what you

give. I’m working on a series of videos

on the theme of perception, focusing

on the subjectivity of the future and

at  the  moment  I  used  the  video

almost  without  editing,  trying  to

maintain the timing of normal life, in

order  to  emphasize  the  wait  for  an

event that doesn’t exist.

Silvia Scaravaggi: And do you have a

privileged relation with the polaroid ?

Filippo Minelli: Part of my job implies

traveling. I use a polaroid especially in

these  situations.  I  often  travel  to

satisfy  my  curiosity  and  to  find

suitable places for my interventions.

During  my  journeys  I  commission

artifacts ( such as flags of my current

project Flags) and I collect, find or buy

as  many  local  items  or  items  that

reminisce  its  past.  The  polaroid

photos  are  snapshots  and  they  are

experienced  as  a  single  element  of

the  place  where  they  are  taken.

Therefore, they belong to that place,
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a  link  that  is  not  created  in  the

photograph  taken,  but  developed  /

printed elsewhere.

Silvia Scaravaggi:  In 2011 you carried

out a project built as a blog

Chemoterapy update
(

http://chemotherapyupdate.tumblr.c

om). I would like to talk about it,

because I think it has extremely

effective and interesting contents as a

strategy for rejection of a disconsolate

/ comforting experience.

Filippo Minelli: Chemotherapy Update

actually was simply a blog to update

my relatives, friends and all the

people that I could not see for

months, on the status of a tumour

that I discovered to have in 2010. It

was a therapeutic way to keep the

brain busy with funny things, not to

fall into the abyss of self pity or in

religious comfort so in vogue among

the onco-haematological party. As I

said I do not want a privileged

instrument with which to create and

at that moment in my hands there

were only a pajamas, an iPhone and

hope to come back to life.

I decided to put on my pajamas, and,

being in one of those situations, when

even the smallest things seem

important, I started using an

application created to lay out posters

for events, and I documented the

experience of assembling images and

writings. Having a beginning and an

end (thankfully positive) and a specific

topic, I can understand how now it

may be considered a “project”.

Silvia  Scaravaggi:  If  the  project  is

accidental, the process isn’t. In many

cases you’re continuing the “series”, I

mean for example, Shapes  and  Lines
that are part of the section Silence. In

this,  processuality  plays  a  leading

role.

Fi l ippo  Minell i :  The  process  is

something that  interests  me greatly

because it  offers  a  chance to grasp

the  truth  and  completeness  in  the

various nuances of a creation, instead

of presenting an object or idea as the

only possibility. In Shapes (a series of

Silence, begun in 2010, which is based

on the visualization of colored gases

in nature) the process becomes also a

technical  and  complex  matter

because  you  have  to  know  how  to

choose the weather, try to predict the

changes or take a moment to get the
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desired result. I’m currently studying

flows of hot air  to get the result of

stillness / movement that I also want

in  a  video,  but  it  is  very  difficult

because you just  need a  change of

pressure or humidity to derail all that

you have prepared.

Si lvia  Scaravaggi:  What  is  the

difference  between  processing

silence  and  processing  words?

Filippo Minelli: There is no difference:

words communicate a process and

you must therefore choose the best

time, place and manner. Silence is

related to the need to carve out such

an intimate space and, even here, not

all environments and times are

suitable. Also when it is a

provocation, because this is enclosed

in suitable time, ways and places.

http://www.filippominelli.com

http://chemotherapyupdate.tumblr.c

om
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Chiara Guidi: Mantica Festival. Pratica Vocale
Molecolare
Alessandra Coretti

Performance, concerti, laboratori,

installazioni, ascolti guidati, proiezioni.

Un’affascinante staffetta di eventi

scandisce il calendario di Màntica,

festival cesenate tenutosi dal 26

novembre al 4 dicembre, che anche

nell’edizione 2011 – la quarta – ha

conservato intatto il suo cromosoma

sonico, rilevato però da

un’angolazione diversa rispetto a

quella adottata negli anni precedenti:

l’istante che crea.

Questo festival che si consuma

lontano dai megafoni mediatici, ma

che ha visto alternarsi negli anni

presenze di risonanza internazionale

come David Toop, Mouse on Mars,

Jacob Kirkegaard, (per srotolare solo

alcuni, tra i nomi di spicco), assume il

suono come paradigma di visione, di

esperienza, e attraverso una

programmazione sempre molto

attenta e variegata, in cui il teatro

ricopre un ruolo principe ma non

esclusivo, dà conto di possibili

modalità di fruire o innescare tale

esperienza.

Il concerto di Giuseppe Ielasi,

inaugura l’edizione 2011 di Màntica, a

cui si succedono in ordine sparso,

Francesca Grilli, Nico Vascellari, lo

statunitense Z’ ev, e la Cracow

Philharmonic String Quartet (a Forlì

grazie alla partnership attivata con

Area Sismica), El General, e la lista

potrebbe continuare.

Màntica accompagna e nutre le

ricerche che l’attrice Chiara Guidi

(Cesena, 1960), al timone del festival

sin dal suo concepimento, sta
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conducendo sulla pratica vocale di

tipo molecolare. Obiettivo della sua

ricerca, scoprire le possibilità nascoste

della voce, per restituirne al teatro la

sua grana, la sua verità emozionale, la

sua infanzia (concetto cardine per

l’artista), intesa come stadio

prelinguistico. Una voce concepita

come suono quindi, ma anche come

actio, come luogo di azione, uno

scarto a mio avviso fondamentale per

il teatro, di cui viene così messa in

risalto la sua specificità di non-luogo

(secondo l’accezione di Carmelo

Bene), in quanto punto di passaggio di

diversi significanti.

“Disarticolare il linguaggio trovarne i

buchi neri, crearsi degli hanticap
continui, per essere in tutto

abbandono in balia del significante o

meglio della selva dei significanti che

ci posseggono e mai del banalissimo

significato, quindi il teatro non può

essere la chiacchiera continuamente

riferita […]. Il grande teatro è un non-

luogo al riparo da qualsivoglia storia.” (

Cose’è il teatro? Intervita a Carmelo

Bene).

Una sfida, quella di liberare la voce

dalle strette maglie di una

comunicazione imbastita sul

significato della parola, portata avanti

dalla Guidi attraverso lezioni,

laboratori, che esulano anche dal

progetto Màntica, e confluita in parte

nel Corso di Alta Formazione

“Tecniche di vocalità molecolare” di

ERT Fondazione (2008), e in parte in

interessanti interventi scenici come

Madrigale Appena narrabile (2007),

Augustinian Melody (2007), Flatlandia
(2008), Ingiuria realizzato in

collaborazione con Teho Teardo,

Alexander Balanescu e Blixa Bargeld.

L’esperienza di Màntica, come

suggerisce il titolo, che evoca la spinta

del soffio, ovvero qualcosa che si

nasconde e poi si manifesta, aderisce

perfettamente alla poetica non

illustrativa, ma subliminale ed

epifanica della Socìetas Raffaello

Sanzio, compagnia teatrale di cui la

Guidi è cofondatrice insieme a Romeo

(1960) e Claudia Castellucci (1958).

Una storia che parte dal lontano 1981

la loro e che si basa su quella che, non

chiamerei tanto coerenza artistica,

quanto profonda fedeltà rispetto a

un’idea di teatro e soprattutto di

spettatore.

Il loro teatro è stato definito un teatro

dell’approccio plastico visivo, un

teatro che abbraccia tutte le arti, ma

in realtà credo che nessuna di queste

definizioni renda davvero giustizia alla

potenza che contraddistingue gli

spettacoli della Socìetas, la più

appropriata, che vorrei in questa sede

usare, mi sembra invece essere

“eucarestia estetica della sensazione”,

espressione che rubo da una lettera

del 1999 a Frie Leysen di Romeo

Castelucci, che con queste parole

definiva il rito teatrale.
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Ed è così, come un “rendere grazie”

dei sensi attraverso un sacrificio,

un’epilessia (in senso etimologico)

intesa come attacco degli stessi, che

concepirei la scena della Socìetas

Raffaello Sanzio. Dello stesso

intervento altri passi mi colpiscono e

in qualche modo, sfiorano anche la

conversazione che segue, come l’idea

di bellezza, la sua capacità di condurti

in zone oscure, il suo potere anarchico

e spesso violento ma sempre capace

di metterti a nudo.

Incontro Chiara con anticipo rispetto

all’inizio di Màntica, le chiedo a

registratore ancora spento,

impressioni sul premio Malatesta

Novello per la città di Cesena,

conferitole pochi giorni prima, un

riconoscimento destinato ai cesenati

che si siano distinti con la propria

opera, ma che subito l’artista precisa

di non aver concepito come ad
personam, bensì, come merito

dell’attività che il Teatro Comandini (

dal 1992 sede della Socìetas Raffaello

Sanzio) svolge con grande vitalità sul

territorio, radicandosi come fucina di

creatività e punto di snodo per artisti

anche internazionali.

L’augurio con cui si conclude il

preludio della nostra conversazione, è

un maggiore riconoscimento da parte

degli autoctoni, del lavoro svolto dal

Comandini, e un cambio di rotta nelle

politiche di finanziamento dell’arte,

che ancora troppo spesso

concepiscono la cultura come un

inutile pedaggio da pagare, non

prendendo in considerazione la vera

stigmate del sistema culturale

odierno, riscontrabile ancor prima che

nelle ristrettezze di budget investito,

nell’horror vacui dilagante nel campo

artistico.

Alessandra Coretti: Vorrei orientare la

nostra conversazione su due parole

che estraggo dalla linea

programmatica del festival: empirico

e politico. Due termini intimamente

legati che assumono un significato

particolare se ricondotti al teatro…

Chiara Guidi: Sì certo, Màntica parte

proprio dall’idea di aprire le porte di

uno spazio a coloro che desiderino

fare esperienza una pratica teatrale o

musicale, ponendosi dalla parte di

colui che agisce e applicando la

propria angolazione, il proprio punto

di vista. È l’approccio esperienziale a

caratterizzare il festival, attraverso

laboratori condotti non soltanto dai

membri della Socìetas Raffaello
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Sanzioma anche da artisti che in

qualche modo rientrano nella

tessitura drammaturgica che Màntica

mette in campo, sto pensando per

l’edizione di quest’anno, a Fabrizio

Ottaviucci o Giuseppe Ielasi, cioè a

figure che mi guidino nella ricerca di

un’idea di improvvisazione, applicabile

tanto nell’ambito teatrale, che in

quello musicale.

L’ispirazione di fondo è il tempo

veloce dell’azione, dell’ora e qui in

questo momento, del dare

immediatamente una risposta pratica

a un’esigenza estetica. Questo

discorso dell’improvvisazione è

facilmente estendibile anche ad altre

situazioni della nostra esistenza, sino a

toccare un’idea di politica.

Prendo come esempio un altro artista

inserito nella programmazione 2011, El

General, cantante tunisino che a sua

insaputa è diventato il portabandiera

della Primavera araba, dando

implicitamente una risposta a un

bisogno sociale, nel senso che l’arte

diventa portabandiera di un pensiero,

e qui si pone anche il grande tema

attorno a cui ci interrogheremo nella

giornata conclusiva di Màntica, l’arte

trema di fronte alla religione e alla

politica e questo non solo alla luce dei

fatti successi al nostro lavoro a Parigi,

e mi riferisco al blocco dello

spettacolo Sul concetto di volto del
figlio di Dio da parte di un gruppo di

integralisti cristiani legato all’Action

Française , ma anche per capire qual è

lo scopo dell’arte nell’ambito della

politica.

Credo che l’arte non debba porsi dei

problemi di scopo, ma debba stare

nell’origine, nel punto in cui deve

fornire una risposta immediata a

qualcosa che l’artista vede e richiede

una forma, lì c’è un’immediatezza, un

gesto estremamente pratico di

bellezza, che non ha nessun tipo di

utilità sociale tuttavia se genera

bellezza, essa è in sé un riverbero che

va ad inscriversi nella tessitura

vibrante di tutte le cose della realtà e

quindi comunque è qualcosa che lega

l’estetica all’etica, come poi

dall’antichità si dice.

I laboratori di Màntica, sono stati

concepiti seguendo l’idea

d’improvvisazione come possibilità

dell’artista di diventare materia

vibrante, dando una risposta estetica

al contesto in cui si trova. Com’è nel

caso di El Generalche con il suo canto

è diventato vibrazione di un pensiero
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politico, ma è un problema artistico il

suo, è un canto ha delle misure ha una

tecnica musicale.

Alessandra Coretti: Riallacciandomi a

ciò che hai appena detto, questo

implicito senso politico dell’artista,

potrebbe essere rintracciato anche

nella dimensione spettatoriale?

Chiara Guidi: Sì, io credo che l’arte, e

in modo particolare la musica, debba

essere gettata nel mondo dall’artista.

Detto altrimenti, io artista posso avere

un’intuizione intima, ma essa non è

nulla se non assume una forma che

viene poi consegnata, data, donata

resa comune, non è un caso che la

parola comune abbia in sé la parola
munusche significa proprio dono.

Come artista posso seguire il punto

originario della mia ispirazione, che

più è fedele più diventa originale, ma

senza perseguire una finalità, la

ricerca dell’artista è continua, ogni

giorno si ripete uguale, non può

l’artista raggiungere quello che cerca,

altrimenti non farebbe più arte.

Quindi è compito del pubblico

accogliere quest’opera e interrogarsi

rispetto ad essa, inserirla come

materia vibrante all’interno della

tessitura della realtà. Nell’editoriale,

posto nella parte iniziale di un

catalogo in corso di pubblicazione ho

scritto: “collocati nel punto più

lontano e guarda l’opera come parte

di un tutto, dove l’opera stessa perde

il suo nome e diventa una vibrazione

nell’ordine generale delle cose”. Se

questa vibrazione è indispensabile

vuol dire che allora fa parte di ciò che

è terreno, ciò che è umano, ciò che è

politico nel senso però originario del

termine di politica, non mi riferisco ai

meccanismi che sono in atto con la

politica che conosciamo.

Alessandra Coretti:…e che non ha

nulla a che vedere con qualcosa di

ideologico?

Chiara Guidi: Assolutamente nulla di

ideologico, ma qualcosa invece di

completamente gratuito, che fonda

un linguaggio. La linea estetica della

Socìetas, è infatti una linea che non

illustra, che non spiega, ogni opera

d’arte non si risolve con lo sguardo

dell’artista ma prosegue a dire delle

cose anche negli anni successivi, è un

“buco che genera altri buchi”. La

televisione, un certo tipo di arte è

illustrativa, ma la vera arte non lo è. Il

pubblico deve imparare a fare fatica

quando si relaziona alla cultura,

bisogna fondare un nuovo pubblico
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disposto a far fatica, a voler

riconoscere la diversità, che invece si

uniforma sotto il filtro della

mediocrità. Il nostro, pian piano, sta

diventando un discorso politico, una

rivendicazione politica, non

ideologica, ma politica.

Alessandra Coretti: In un recente

saggio pubblicato su Culture Teatrali

n.20, definisci la musica come “l’arte

dell’immaginazione par excellence,

capace di toccare le corde intime

dell’esistenza”; ho messo in relazione

queste parole con altre sempre tue, in

quanto credo possano costituire due

stadi di un medesimo processo:

“quanto sarebbe bello, avere a teatro

un pubblico ammaliato, così

emotivamente attento come quello

dei concerti”.

Un’affermazione a mio parere

bellissima, che mi fa pensare alla

relazione teatrale come simile a

un’attrazione, a una questione di

chimica, che investe e alimenta la

sensorialità dell’individuo in toto,

passando quindi attraverso una

comprensione che non è (solo)

raziocinante.

Chiara Guidi: Sì, bravissima, sono

d’accordo con te con questa

valutazione. Flannery O’Connor, ad

esempio, parlava di una responsabilità

propria dell’artista, ossia rendere

giustizia al reale. L’artista con la sua

opera deve saper mettere in campo

anche ciò che non si vede, ma che

costituisce la realtà. Quando sentiamo

e vediamo delle cose non pensiamo

che esse siano frutto di qualcosa che

le spinge dal basso, qualcosa che non

si fa vedere ma che le rende vive,

proprio per il fatto di essere nella sfera

del non visto, del non sentito, che non

è un’accezione negativa, ma positiva.

Quindi il pubblico deve scontrarsi con

ciò che nasconde al proprio interno,

con il proprio gusto e anche con la

precarietà del gusto e dell’esperienza,

con la possibilità di un fallimento,

ecco queste sono tutte parole che la

società non accetta. L’esperienza

artistica è un campo di esperienza

viva, che porta dentro di sé un’idea

viva anche di pubblico, al quale non

viene chiesto di partecipare

praticamente, nel senso non si chiede

l’attivismo del pubblico, così io non

credo che l’opera d’arte possa essere

assimilabile a un’azione politica.

L’opera è un gesto di bellezza che mi

avvicina sempre di più a quel “buco”
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che non mi permetterà mai di

scoprirlo fino in fondo, quel “buco” di

lacaniana memoria. Bisogna

raggiungere la consapevolezza che c’è

qualcosa di inafferrabile, ed è questo

qualcosa che mi fa emozionare, ed

emoziona me in prima persona, che

sono diverso da te, e questa ancora

una volta diventa una questione

politica.

Alessandra Coretti: La musica è anche

l’unica arte in grado di manifestare e

non di rappresentare e forse questo

con-tatto epifanico, avviene nella

concretezza prodotta dall’impatto

sonoro. Ricordo David Toop che

proprio in un’ edizione passata di

Màntica, parlava della medianità

dell’ascoltatore, usando la metafora

del fantasma che entra in corpo e dà

un segnale cerebrale, mi ha fatto

pensare a Karlheinz Stockhausenche

parlava di onde elettromagnetiche

che superano l’effetto uditivo per

passare a quello corporeo e cerebrale.

C’è sempre comunque una visione del

suono che supera il solo livello

acustico e ad un certo appunto fa

appello all’immaginazione, alla

coscienza, e lo fa attraverso l’intimità

di un’esperienza per l’appunto…

Chiara Guidi: Sì è proprio il punto

focale. Prima con il discorso dei sensi,

ora con l’immaginazione ci stiamo

avvicinando sempre di più ad un’idea

di infanzia, al concetto d’infanzia,

dove immaginare è pensare, dove tra

il pensare e fare intercorre un tempo

piccolissimo è il tempo breve

dell’immaginazione. Se ci pensiamo

nell’ antichità l’immaginazione era una

chiave della conoscenza, oggi è stata

eliminata dal rapporto con la realtà.

Alessandra Coretti: L’idea di indagare

la voce come suono, come materia, è

stata innescata o rafforzat,a dal

rapporto artistico con Scott Gibbons,

compositore di musica

elettroacustica, che lavora molto con

la sintesi granulare, e che ha

introdotto una visione organica, e

materica del suono, un suono che di

per sé è capace di disegnare uno

spazio, di incarnare una presenza,

introducendo in teatro un’idea di

suono che non più è subordinata ad

altre forme, ma che potremmo dire

entra dalla porta principale?

Chiara Guidi: È vero, è giusta la

relazione anche con Scott, con cui

lavoro dal ’99 ormai, c’è sempre stato

uno scambio fittissimo durante la

realizzazione degli spettacoli, questo
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ha sicuramente accelerato in me una

visione della voce, ma credo che

anche a lui questo scambio abbia

generato un’idea di suono. Credo che

la tecnica della musica elettronica

possa essere utile all’attore, in quanto

crea uno sguardo di spazializzazione

della voce, ma non una voce che da

me va verso il pubblico ma una voce

che mi circonda che mi accerchia, per

cui dico sempre che quando recito la

mia voce è tra me e il pubblico come

una sorta di pariglia di cavalli, quindi

se vanno a destra li spingo a sinistra,

se vanno in alto li spingo in basso.

La voce come una materia con la

quale si può disegnare, mai come in

questo momento mi è chiaro come la

voce possa essere la matita che

disegna l’immagine che il testo

racchiude, che non è il significato

delle parole, tuttavia grazie a questa

immagine il significato delle parole

emerge.

Alessandra Coretti: Vorrei concludere

riappropriandomi nuovamente delle

tue parole, le rendo mie e te le rilancio

in forma di interrogativa: può l’energia

della musica, che è un’ energia

emotiva, essere già di per sé una forza

che include il teatro e può il teatro,

con la sua capacità di proporre un’

esperienza nel tempo stesso della

vita, incontrare la stessa partitura

musicale?

Chiara Guidi: Il sentire non fa

semplicemente i conti con le orecchie,

il suono, la musica, c’è un sentire

anche dentro la figura. Questa

dichiarazione musicale che lancio da

diversi anni è anche un modo per dire

in parole più semplici, stiamo su una

figura che ci chiama non stiamo su

mille figura che passano, non

ubriachiamoci di immagini, iniziamo a

fermarci su le unità che ci chiamano,

su ciò che ci interessa e stiamo in quel

punto a scavare, quindi in un certo

senso ritorniamo a un’idea di teatro

dove sia possibile, attraverso il

suono,scavare le immagini che vivono

sul palcoscenico.
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Manuel Vason. Performing With The Camera
Giulia Tonucci

The attempt to circumscribe Manuel

Vason’s eclectic – and steadily

redefining its limits – work to a

specific sphere seems to be close to

impossible. Among the manifold and

diversified projects realized by this

very young photographer/performer,

a clear impulse, a common and, at the

same time, multifaceted and defined

tendency emerges distinctly towards

reformulating the self and her creative

process. This directly leads to the

making of his works.

The means through which this goal is

achieved every time is the medium
(most of the cases his digital camera),

that enable the artist to dig under the

surface of bodies and objects, by

means of and thanks to which his

work can be developed. His goals are

achieved in that kind of middle earth,

where the contamination of the arts

takes place; where aesthetic and

poetic research becomes one, by

transcending the distinction of

genres; where photography becomes

dance, and sculpture turns into

theatre.

Manuel Vason was born in Padua. He

started his artistic/professional career

as a fashion photographer: from there,

he moved to Milan and worked with

big names of the fashion industry. His

pictures were published in fashion

magazines such as Vogue, Dazed and

Confused and Flash Art (just to

mention some of them); thus, his leap

to the international scene (first to

Paris, then to New York and finally to

London – where he lives now -) was

very quick, as quick as his overlap

with performing arts and

collaborations with their most
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remarkable exponents of the last

years.

All these are encounters,

acquaintances that the artist himself

does not hesitate to define processes

of infatuation; falling in love; deep

crushes on artists. Vason has

established (sometimes long-lasting)

friendship and fellowship with many

of these individuals; they are

relationships through which he

intended to question the role of

photography.

The role of photography in fact does

not consist in simply immortalizing

performances, gestures or bodies ,

but, according to the notion

underlying this artist works, digital

camera becomes in turn a medium

thanks to which to “perform”, through

a process of creative dialogue with

the object, allowing him to select the

action: in this way, a pure and simple

involuntary movement becomes

conscious and voluntary, thus

transmit ing meaning.

“That particular moment, that instant

in which a fundamental meaning is

contained, if held and extended,

becomes Exposure and therefore,

through my intermediation, it

becomes Photography. I find it

extremely interesting following this

process within which Action turns into

Gesture, which in turn becomes

Exposure”. [1]His work is thus a

process swinging between subject

and object. During this process roles

interweave with a desire for both

aesthetic and poetic research; a

process during which the artist

rediscovers himself, but only at the

end, both behind and in front of the

objective lens.

“Don’t call them still images”

This is, without a shadow of doubt,

the necessary condition of Manuel

Vason’s work: being close to,

profoundly integrated into, the

context of performing arts. It is

limited to the traditional role played

by somebody commissioned by a

company or the press to take pictures

during a live show.  His approaching

the stage, or better, to the

protagonists of the stage that

emerges beyond itself, cannot be

simply attributed to a simple passive

relationship with what takes place on

the latter.

Vason tryes to take part directly in this
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process, but, in order to successfully

achieve his goal, it is necessary that

the performer himself becomes a

creative partner of the project, ready

to turn his subject and discipline into

an instrument able to interact with

the digital camera. So, the goal here

becomes exploring a new expressive

form by combining actors’,

coreographers’ and painters’ means

and methods with the work to be

done, in order to reach a stage where

the final picture will be taken.

From his first cycle of collaboration he

gave birth to “Exposure”

 

(2001), an

groundbreaking anthology where

photography and live art meet

halfway to give life to a workcreated

in the twinkling of an eye, but which,

at the same time, is eternal. To this

follows “Encounters” (2007) to which

over fifty international artists have

participated, such as La Ribot, Ron

Athey, Franko B. and Ernst Fischer.   In

these shots, as Vason himself told us,

there is a desire to celebrate live art:

not the artist per se, but rather her

effigy, that is, the representation of a

particular creative process, of a

defined artistic expression filtered in

this case through the Italian-Londoner

photographer’s view and taste of

composition (often outrageous and

exciting).  

Freezing the performing body

The core around which Manuel

Vason’s photographic universe orbits,

has always been – and will always be –

the “Body” as the only performing

object, both the point of departure

and the point of arrival of his work,

physical cornerstone on which first

the performer, and then the

photographer, focus his artistic

research. The body of Live art is all

experience, fickleness, while the work

of the digital camera offers the

possibility of composing pictures that

will not disappear one second later:

Vason’s work focuses on this paradox.

Unlike traditional still images, the

results of these collaborations are, in

every aspect, performances. However,

they exist only when they become

photographs. It is an attempt to

immortalize performing bodies in a

frozen pose with a will for

sublimation, which meets the need to

use different languages for creating
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new visual “articulations”.

The artists involved in such a process

are aware of the fact that the contact

with the audience will take place later,

and only through the immortalized

and static image. This encourages

them to rethink the work they have to

do on themselves. Thus, the

reconstruction of their performing

body is achieved by using moments of

exchange and contamination that

occur during the very performing

action. Their ultimate aim: succeeding

in having the same perceptual live

performance impact on the eyes of

the spectator.

Vason’s notion of exposure, portrayed

in his pictures, reveals an essential

desire for communication, as if in

every picture taken, based on a

synesthetic underlying principle, a

message could be discerned: yelled or

just whispered, this message is

transmitted through exposed or “de-

constructed” bodies, through

sectioned, explored, disclosed and

glorified bodies. They become

subjects and objects of a multi-

referential transmission that

transcends the liveliness factor, by

freezing it onto a digital camera, thus

giving spectators the possibility of a

continuously enjoyable vision.

From Europe to South America

During last year Vason was involved in

a project in South America, during

which he realized a photographic

mapping, whose fil rouge was dance,

in turn detectable in the static

pictures of various local performers.   

In “Still Movil”, a joint initiative with

Red Sudamerica de Danza, Vason

intended to combine two languages,

dance and photography, thus

transcending their dichotomy. The

static result of the gesture becomes

exposure on the digital camera, along

with the here-and-now fluidity of the

movement, establishing a relationship

through a play of conflicts and

encounters, and originating sparkles

of unexpected creativity, immediately

gathered by the photographer’s

digital camera.

This project describes a journey

through artistic residences in

Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador,

taken in the first semester of 2011; in

Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, Peru, Chile,
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Paraguay and in Bolivia, taken from

August to October. It is an impressive

work involving over forty artists

among dancers and choreographers,

coming from ten different countries,

who offered their professionalism by

accepting without hesitation to

experiment, let themselves lose and

at the same time, let themselves

guide.

During this first part of the work,

some of the produced materials have

been recorded and then published on

the web page of the project. During

the second stage – scheduled to start

at the beginning of 2012 – the

photographic material will become a

publication that will be issued later

simultaneously in a generally cultural

and educational contexts. At the same

time, this project will be carried on

through a series of exhibitions in

South America and Europe.

Among Manuel Vason’s forthcoming

projects, he is planning to come back

to Italy, to try an analogous approach

with performers and companies that

show a certain inclination towards the

interaction of different languages and

media. It would be a welcome return

for an artist who is much known in

foreign countries than in Italy, but we

are persuaded that he would be in

perfect sync with some emergent

realities in the performing arts, as well

as with some of the already well-

established and structured ones. This

is a challenge that would be nice to

take up.  

http://www.manuelvason.com/

Notes:

[1] – M. Vason, 

unpublished
conversation with the author

.
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Invideo XXI. Shifting Distances Of An In-motion
Look

Giulia Simi

At nine o’clock on the morning of

November 18th 2011, the lecture

theatre of the European Design

Institute of Milan was crammed with

students. Eyes were on spectacular

images; hands raised to book

questions; ears pricked up to carefully

listen every detail describing a

rigorous, scientific and almost

obsessive practice, but not less

visionary. “Lectio magistralis”

by François Vogel, video-artist

and French filmmaker, opened the

exhibition dedicated to him during the

XXI° Invideo Edition, entitled “Shifting

Distances” (16-20 November), festival

of “video and cinema beyond”,

directed by Sandra Lischi and Romano

Fattorossi.

From stop motion to time lapse, up to

complex effects of image distortion

and volumetric projection, the

production by François Vogel – artist

and advertiser recently defined as

“baroque wizard” by Bref magazine,

reveals the hidden connections

between analogue and digital, by

reopening the dialectic among

shooting, mise-en-scène, and post-

production; by still making – and

maybe more than ever – handmade

practice (and even the physical one)

of video production, relevant.

With a careful focus on tangible

reality, with its contingencies, its

mistakes, its technical limits, in

François Vogel’s work the control of

bodies and its relationship with

surrounding space seems to underlie

some daring formal experimentation,

i.e, astonishing and fascinating
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visions, where the poetics of wonder

measures every time distance and

closeness based on world limits:

“Shifting Distances” we could say, by

quoting the title of this festival

edition. 

This edition – if we consider the

growing state of suffocation afflicting

Italian cultural production – came with

a reduced catalogue, “the result of

some financial slimming down– not

wanted – but imposed by emergency

circumstances”[1], but which,

however, did not abstain from a

program tight with meetings,

screenings, previews[2]. Among these

events we can find the screening of

the documentary film “Another

Glorious Day”, example and proof of

Living Theatre’s practice and thought,

through the latest mise-en-scène of

one of the most famous shows of its

own, “The Brig”, masterfully and

strikingly edited with interviews and

archival images, such as the amazing

shooting of the historic show by Jonas

Mekas in 1963.[3]

The film, introduced by a passionate

speech by the historian and theatre

critic Anna Maria Monteverdi, and by

the author and director Dirk Szuszies,

until 1985 a Living Theatre’s actor,

enabled the heterogeneous audience

– from experts to very young

students, to curious people and

followers – in Spazio Oberdan’s room,

to re-live the strength and energy of

that “theatre of eternal revolution, a

theatre for freeing dreams, for freeing

all the prisoners, for getting ready for

a non-violent revolutionary action”. [4]

This was a very adequate curatorial

choice, which evokes, although

Marines’ military rhetoric may sound

distant now, the urgent and timely

necessity to seek the liberation from

new forms of oppression: those new

forms of oppression that now seem to

imprison us into a jail, invisible, but

maybe not less violent. Here is how

culture comes to our rescue and, by

turning into that propulsive charge,

that ability to reawaken people to a

practice we could define almost as

“homeopathic”, that is, a practice able

to trigger off mechanisms of rebellion

through suffering, compulsion and

violence images and conditions.

In her latest article dedicated to Dirk

Szuszies’ work, Anna Maria

Monteverdi, mentioned two great

inspirers of Living Theatre’s practice:

Bertold Brecht and Antonin Artaud.
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Her article resonates with Judith

Malina’s words – pronounced during

an interview with Cristina Valenti -:

“We can cause pain, just because we

do not feel each other’s suffering; we

can be the cause of other people’s

pain, because we are not empathetic

with someone else’s suffering, we do

not feel a true physical emotion

equivalent to other people’s pain.” [5]

Sure, this is not the only possible way.

Art can cause personal and collective

short circuits in many disparate ways:

“from a drop of water up to the world”

as we can read in the festival

introduction, “from somebody’s family

life to Earth problems”. [6]

Matter of distances, within which an

International selection of works has

taken its place by “shifting” from

family portraits (Meike Fehre, “Frida &

the time before me”, but also

Robert-Jan Lacombe, “Kwa Heri

Mandima”) to urban and rural frescos

(those inspired by street art by Nikki

Shuster, “Paris Recyclers”, those

dreamy and intimate works by Hisham

Bizri, “A Film”, but also those by Lucilla

Pesce and Stefano Vidari, Devis

Venturelli, Clare Langan or Michel

Klökforn), to research on the body and

its language(s). In the virtualization era

and in the increasingly growing

distance from atoms, the body is

again explored as a border element, a

surface of complex relationships, a

field of oppression and desire, of

violence and redemption; an ancestral

and inescapable cradle of language.

In this way, the twirling bodies on a

black background by Adriano

Cirulli (“Falling”), the entrapped bodies

by Silvia De Gennaro (“Quest’estatele

zanzare saranno più cattive”/ “This

summer mosquitoes will be more

vicious”), the “re-educated” ones by

Mounir Fatmi (“The Beautiful

Language”
), 

the ill ones by Cécile

Ravel (“Plume”) and those marked by

an invisible and underground coercion

by Magda Matwiejew (“Wasp Waist”
)

come to life. Finally, a consideration

on time cannot be omitted, an

element that is often favored by the

medium of video and that, under

these circumstances, underlines the

tones of decadence, abandon and of

decay: imaginations, unfortunately,

symptomatic of present-day life

characterized by progressive and, at

the moment , unstoppable

deconstruction, of our natural and

social ecosystem.
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And, at this point, we find Anja

Breien’s  photographic film, “Riss”, on

the state of abandonment of a

neglected green house, or Damiano

Daresta’s documentary film, “Bianco”

(“White”), on the decay of Alpi

Apuane’s striking landscape, due to

the massive extraction of Carrara

marble, but also the lighter one “Bit by

Bit”, by the duo Philip Frowein and

Felix Hüffelmann, where the passage

of time can be witnessed by the

accumulation and the deterioration of

house objects.  

All these together are visions that, in

every single case, can be dreamy,

painful, ironic, fantastic, amused,

gloomy, whispered or yelled. Even

outside galleries and museums,

research video, comfortably enjoyed

in the movie theatre – traditionally

plunged into that involving darkness

–, environment chosen by Invideo

festival as enjoyment privileged place

for years; is able to perform and let

the complex contemporary scores, we

have to face, vibrate. Therefore, save

the date for next edition.  

http://www.mostrainvideo.com/invid

eo/pagina.phtml?explode_tree=66

Notes:

[1] – From the presentation by S. Lischi

and R. Fattorossi inside the festival

catalogue. S. Lischi, E. Marcheschi

(edited by),”Invideo 2011”, “video e

cinema oltre: distanze

variabili”, Mimesis, Milan, 2011.

[2] – Beyond the exhibition dedicated

to Vogel and the video

preview “Another Glorious Day” by

Dirk Szuszies, among this year event

we find the meeting with Marco

Bolognesi, whose installation, beyond

his video screening “Propaganda

Republic”, was exhibited too “Mock-

Up”; Erich Bussliger’s video-portrait

(“Fritz Hauser_Sound Explorer”) on

Fritz Hauser’s music world and the

meeting with Luciano Giaccari,

founder of the historic video library,

whose film show will be presented at

the next edition.

[3]
 - 

Jonas Mekas’ film, “The Brig”,

which through the shooting of the

homonymous show create a sort of

fake documentary film, actually dates

at 1964.

[4] - Julian Beck’s words, from “The
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Life of the Theatre and Theandric”, are

quoted in A.M. Monteverdi’s

article, “Siamo ancora in quella

galera/We are still in that jail: Another

Glorious

Day”, 

(http://www.ateatro.org/mostranotiz

ie2.asp?num=136&ord=23) published

on ateatro.org

[5]

 - ibidem

[6]

 - 

S. Lischi, R. Fattorossi

, cit.
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